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WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 53186

SOUTHEASTERN
916 NO. EAST AVENUE

WISCONSIN
•

REGIONAL PLANNIN
•

STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Early in 1963 the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission began work
on a series of major regional planning studies directed at the preparation of certain
key elements of an advisory plan for the physical development of the Region. The
findings and recommendations of these studies will be presented in Planning Reports
to be published by the Commission upon the completion of each of these studies or
major phases thereof. These Planning Reports are intended to constitute the official
findings and recommendations of the Commission. Much valuable information is being
collected in the course of these planning studies, however, that may be helpful in
assisting various public and private bodies within the Region in reaching decisions
concerning community development. Consequently, the Commission has decided to
present such information on a work progress basis through the media of interim
Technical Reports such as this.

This document constitutes a progress report on Commission research efforts over
the last three years directed toward the development of a mathematical model of the
economy of the Southeastern Wisconsin Region. Although this model was developed
primarily for application in the regional land use-transportation study, it has potential
usefulness in other regional studies requiring forecasts of future regional economic
activity levels.

The Regional Economic Simulation Model is a dynamic model of the input-output type
and represents the first known attempt to apply a dynamic inter-industry model to
a small region. Although its requirements for data are quite demanding, it provides
the regional planner with forecasts in greater detail than more aggregative models.

Respectfully submitted,

Executive Director
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PREFACE

The Regional Economic Simulation Model was developed and applied as part of the
Regional Land Use-Transportation Study of the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission. The function of the model is to provide a series of regional employment
and population forecasts required as inputs to the land use-transportation planning
sequence. The model also allows for the dynamic analysis of inter-industry relation
ships for the regional economy. Difference equations are used to simulate inter-industry
relationships over time. This introduction of the dynamic dimension of time differen
tiates this model from most input-output models developed in thepast,which have been
static in nature.

Primary data obtained from small samples of firms in various industries were used in
preparing parameter estimates For the model. These primary data were supplemented by
state corporate tax and employment records and other secondary sources, such as the
U. S. Department of Commerce input-output tables.

Historical simulation tests were conducted over the 1946-1960 period. Comparisons of
model outputs with historical data indicated an error of 2.99 percent in the overall
employment level forecast by the model for 1960 from 1946 initial conditions, when
that level was compared with actual 1960 employment levels. Errors in major industry
component forecasts ranged from 0.8 percent in manufacturing to 19.6 percent in pri
vate services and education. Future employment levels were forecast for the 1970-1990
period using the simulation model. These forecasts were somewhat higher than those
developed using non-model techniques developed and applied by the Commission.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

THE FUNCTION OF THE REGIONAL ECONOMIC SIMULATION MODEL
The preparation of regional land use and supporting facility plans requires the preparation of forecasts
of future population and employment levels within the Region. These forecasts are necessary for the
determination of both the demands which the plans must seek to meet and the financial feasibility of
plan implementation.

The function of the Regional Economic Simulation Model is to provide a series of conditional forecasts of
future regional population and employment levels that are sensitive to alternative public and private devel
opment policies, such as investment in certain industries and changes in the state and local governmental
tax levels. These forecasts are then translated into needs for land that must be satisfied by the land use
plan. Since transportation and other utility and facility systems are then designed to serve the future land
use pattern proposed in the land use plan, socio-economic forecasts play a crucial role in the overall
regional planning process.

The specific forecasting needs of the regional land use-transportation study are based on the lead time
requirements of various activities in the regional development process. To implement a plan, certain
commitments, such as land reservation or acquisition, must be made in advance; and facilities must be
designed to satisfy expected utilization during their life cycle. The forecasts required for plan preparation
must be of sufficient accuracy to allow these commitments to be made with confidence. In general, the
forecasting accuracy requirements become less stringent for longer period forecasts; but specific fore
casting accuracy requirements must be determined based on the technical and political nature of the plan
ning function involved. A sensitivity analysis of the effects of forecasts on the land use plan in a separate
mathematical model, to be explained later in the report, permits the determination of quite specific fore
casting accuracy requirements.

Most urban transportation studies in the past have developed the required forecasts of population.and
employment primarily by extrapolation of past trends in population growth and in the development of indi
vidual industrial groups. Although such forecasts can provide an adequate measure of future demand for
land and transportation facilities, trend extrapolation has certain inherent shortcomings:

1. It ignores the structural interrelationships existing within the regional economy. Industries, such
as retail trade and medical services, are so heavily dependent on the income generated by basic
manufacturing industries that forecasts prepared indiVidually for such industries may be a poor
measure of future growth in these industries.

2. It assumes that current trends will continue independent of public and private decisions made in
a conscious attempt to modify these trends. Such a forecast procedure is, therefore, insensitive
to any changes in public or private development policies, including the land use-transportation
plan itself. Since many observers feel that the most important effects of a pessimistic economic
forecast are the changes in public and private policies that are made to reverse its pessimistic
conclusions, continuation of current trends may be a poor measure of future population and
employment levels.

3. It ignores the basic information-feedback nature of public and private decision-making. Such
decisions are based on continuous evaluation by governmental officials and businessmen of the
current situation and perceived trends. The economic time history resulting from such a proc
ess is characterized by dynamic changes in direction not readily forecast by trend extrapola
tion methods.



It is hoped that the Regional Economic Simulation Model will alleviate to some degree the shortcomings of
the simpler trend extrapolation forecast methods. Since the model is still in an experimental stage of
development, "conventional" forecasts have been developed by the Commission to provide both a basis of
comparison and a "backup" if the model does not fulfill expectations.

A second but extremely important use of the model, not possible with traditional time series extrapolation
forecasts, is the determination of the effects of the land use-transportation plan on the regional economy.
The "feedback effect" of the plan will be determined by varying in the model the transportation cost inputs,
as they are affected by the plan.

An additional use of the model, not now part of the program of the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Plan
ning Commission, but of great potential importance for the Region, is in promotion of industrial develop
ment. The model should be extremely useful in evaluating the effects of local governmental decisions on
the regional economy and the relative importance of individual industries in this economy.

Readers of this report will undoubtedly possess a wide variety of professional backgrounds. Some may not
be familiar with the basic concept of a mathematical model and its application to planning. Prior to reading
the remaining portions of this report, such readers are referred to Appendix I of this report, which pro
vides the basic definition and primary classification of mathematical models.

LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS
A system block diagram illustrating the functional relationships in the regional land use-transportation
planning process is shown in Figure L Although this diagram specifically represents the planning sequence
related to the formulation of a regional land use-transportation plan, it is typical of other facility plan
ning sequences.

The second function in the planning sequence, after completion of the necessary inventories, is that of
employment and population forecasting. The execution of this function using the Regional Economic Simula
tion Model provides the primary subject of this report. The need for, and required characteristics of,
such forecasts are better understood in the light of the succeeding functions in the process. For this reason
the remaining planning functions will be briefly described to provide the necessary background for the
ensuing description and discussion of the model.

In the third function, aggregate land use demand requirements are determined by applying a conversion
coefficient, usually designated as a design standard, to each forecast employment and population category.
Such a multiplication and summation results in a detailed classified set of aggregate demands for residen
tial, industrial, commercial, and other land uses. These aggregate demands provide one of the primary
inputs to the fourth function in the planning sequence-plan design.

Plan design lies at the heart of the planning process. Obvious as it may seem, it is necessary to continu
ally emphasize that the end point of the planning process is a plan. The most sophisticated data collection,
processing, and analyses activities are of little value if they do not result in better plans and in their effi
cient execution.

The land use plan design function consists essentially of the allocation of a scarce resource, land, between
competing and often conflicting land use activities. This allocation must be accomplished so as to satisfy
the aggregate needs for each major land use category and comply with all of the design standards derived
from the regional development objectives at a reasonable cost.

The Land Use Plan Design Modell assists the land use planner in the design of a land use plan. Given a set
of land use demands; design standards; land characteristics, natural and man-made; and land development
costs, the model synthesizes a land use plan that satisfies the land use demands and complies with the
design standards at a minimal combination of public and private costs. It is important to emphasize that
the plan is the minimal cost plan complying with the design standards. It will be a pure minimal cost plan

1 See SEWRPC Technical Report No.3, "A Mathematical 'Approach to Urban Design." 1966.
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only if no design standards are specified. The rationale implies that there is no need to have a more expen
sive plan provided all of the design standards are satisfied.

The plan selected in the design stage of the planning process must be implemented in the real world under
conditions often adverse to its realization. Private decisions of land developers, builders, and households
often run contrary to the development of the land pattern prescribed in the plan. This problem of plan
implementation is the focus of the fifth stage of the planning process illustrated in Figure I-land use
plan test.

If plan design is visualized as the development of the anatomy of the system, then plan implementation
represents the physiology. Plan design emphasizes the structure of the system. Plan implementation
considers the dynamics of changing land patterns over time. Flow is the key concept in dynamics; and
a second land use model, the Land Use Simulation Model,2 simulates the flows related to the emerging
land pattern.

Land development in the Land Use Simulation Model is portrayed as a series of interacting flows like the
physiology of a complex chemical processing plant. A continual stream of decisions made by land devel
opers, builders, and households results in a changing land pattern and a continuous movement of house
holds and business firms to new geographical locations.

Land use development is simulated in the Land Use Simulation Model by detailed representation of the
decision processes of households and business firms influential in land development. Public land use
control policies and public works programs are exogenous inputs to the model. In practice, a number
of experimental simulation runs must be performed with different land use control policies and public
works programs until a set of policies and programs are determined that result in the implementation of
the target land use plan. The feedback on the diagram between land use development and land use plan
design accounts for the changes that will probably need to be made in the plan design to make it realizable.
The output of the fifth stage of the process illustrated in Figure 1 is a land use plan capable of practi
cal implementation.

The remaining stages of the planning sequence depicted in Figure 1 relate to the development of a trans
portation plan. The primary inputs to a transportation system are the trips generated as a function of land
use. For this reason, the land use plan is shown in the diagram as an input to transportation plan design.
It will be noted that no models are indicated in the transportation plan design function. None exist to the
knowledge of the Commission staff at this time. Trip distribution and traffic assignment models are, how
ever, used to test the intuitively designed transportation plan. As a result of the simulation model appli
cation, the transportation plan network is revised until a satisfactory system is developed. A sizeable
literature presently exists in the field of transportation planning and associated simulation models.

In the system diagram, certain feedback relationships are designated by dotted lines. These feedbacks
relate to the effect of a later stage of the planning process on an earlier stage. The most obvious is the
accessibility effect of the transportation network on land use development. This effect is explicitly formu
lated in the Land Use Simulation Model by an accessibility factor that influences the flow of relocating
households to each geographic area.

The other feedback, relating to the economic effects of the transportation plan, is more difficult to explic
itly formulate. Decreased travel times may reduce both the inter- and intra-regional costs of trans
porting goods, and adequate industrial sites may encourage new firms to locate in the Region; but these
effects, particularly the second one, on economic activity within the Region are more difficult to measure
and formulate.

SIMULATION MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
Both the Regional Economic Simulation Model, the subject of this report, and the Land Use Simulation
Model are dynamic process models which generate a synthetic history of the system variables over a period

2 Ibid.
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of time (see Appendix I). Starting from a given set of initial conditions, the difference equations used in
the model permit the calculation of the change in the system variables during the first time interval. The
new state of the system then becomes the new base for the change computations of the second time period.
If A is the initial residential land area and a function dR expresses the change in residential land use in
a given time period, then

Rt =Rt_1 + (dT)(dR)

where

Ro =A

and dR =f( x I' x2---xn)

Rt - Residential land area

dT - Recursive time interval

dR - Rate of change of res i dent i a I I and use

x l ,x 2---x n -Other model variables influencing the rate of change of residential land use

In general, the difference equations are sequential rather than simultaneous, although an exception to this
general rule exists in the land use simulation model.

Both the regional economic and land use simulation models are made up of a large number of equations of
the type illustrated above. Four classes of problems exist in the development of simulation models of this
kind: 1) the formulation of the basic functional relationships involved in the model, 2) the development
of a computer program of the model, 3) the estimation of the parameters for the model relationships, and
4) the validation of the model.

The rationale for the solution of each of these problems in the Regional Economic Simulation Model will be
explained and related to the current state of model development.

ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS OF EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION FORECASTS
Each function in the planning process, as illustrated in Figure 1, requires output specifications. The pri
mary specifications of the socio-economic forecasting function relate to accuracy as a function of horizon
time. Some estimate of the reliability of the forecast for each five-year time increment into the future
must be determined if the forecasts are to be useful in plan design and implementation.

The vital question, of course, is just how accurate must the forecasts be to be useful. To stress the need
for forecasts in planning is only to state the obvious. A more difficult problem is to determine the effects
of varying degrees of accuracy on the land use and supporting transportation or other facility system plans.
The answer to this problem must be framed within the context of the important characteristics of spatial
plans and the planning process.

A distinction must be made between incremental changes and structural changes in the plan. Minor varia
tions in the land use pattern or traffic flow will cause little concern, but excessive errors in forecasts
may dictate a fundamental structural change in the regional land use pattern or transportation network.

The continuous nature of the planning process must be recognized. Forecasts are not made for once and
evermore. New information is used with the passage of time to update forecasts, plans, and plan imple
mentation policies and programs to adapt to changing regional needs. The crucial element is the lead time
required to properly implement the planning program.

Fortunately, it is possible using the Land Use Plan Design Model to determine the effects of forecast
errors on the land use plan. A sensitivity analysis of the land use plan, accomplished with parametric
linear programming techniques, will reveal the critical range of forecast error beyond which the basic
structure of the plan would be modified. Such an analysis can provide detailed accuracy specifications for

4
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-each of the population and employment categories. Through such an approach, it is possible to objectively
determine forecast requirements and avoid the two subjective and extreme schools of thought on forecasts
for regional planning. One extreme view holds that successful planning is impossible unless extremely
accurate forecasts are somehow made. Advocates of this viewpoint rarely provide suggestions for the
techniques which might be used to achieve the necessary advances in the state of the art. Aside from its
technical naivete, such a view automatically raises doubts about the utility of planning since the extreme
difficulties in forecasting the future are only too well known.

Analysis also provides little support for the opposite extreme view that forecast accuracy is of little impor
tance since it only affects the timing of plan implementation and not the structure of the plan design itself.
This view implies that the impact of all forecast errors is incremental and not structural. Although a sen
sitivity analysis of proposed land use plans will not be available until later in 1966, preliminary analysis
indicates that accuracy requirements will lean toward the second or "loose" view of forecast accuracy
needs, although not to the extreme advocated above. In other words, forecast errors within a reasonable
range of accuracy, 10 to 20 percent, will not produce significant structural change in the plans.

The feedback or continuous planning effect on accuracy is more difficult to analyze. In general, it serves
to further alleviate accuracy requirements since it is not necessary to forecast beyond the time horizon
affected by current plan implementation decisions. It is not necessary to have an accurate forecast of
1990 land requirements if they do not affect decisions being made in 1964.

Extensive analyses of forecast requirements fpr mathematical production planning models in manufacturing
industries indicate that forecasts beyond a few months have little effect on an optimal production plan.3

Such analyses have not been performed in land use and transportation planning. The general practice has
been to base transportation planning forecast periods on a facility life of 20 years. If an additional five
years is required for planning, land acquisition, design, and construction, then a 25-year time horizon
is indicated. The degree of flexibility for change in the initial five-year period is not clear; but even if
a conservative approach allowing for no flexibility is taken, the tolerances allowed prior to structural
effects on the plan design indicate that forecast accuracy requirements may be attained with current fore
casting methodology.

3 Char 1es C. Holt et a1. Planning Product ion Inventor ies and Work Force. Prentice-Hall, Englewood eli ffs. N.J •• 1960.
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Chapter II
MODEL ORGANIZATION AND RELATIONSHIPS

BASIC ORGANIZATION
The Regional Economic Simulation Model is a flow model. It can be physically visualized as analogous to
a large chemical processing plant with a myriad of pipes interconnecting processing facilities. Rather than
chemical liquids, the model flows represent materials, finished products and services, and money in the
regional economy. In the model these flows interconnect various industries, each of which receives cer
tain flow inputs-labor, materials, and capital equipment-and produces certain outputs-finished goods
or services.

A diagram of the model is shown in Figure 2. This diagram illustrates the basic nature of the model flow
pattern, although for the sake of simplicity not all of the flows are shown. The three primary exogenous
or "outside" variables are government, consumer, and foreign purchases. These variables must be fore
cast as outside inputs to the model. They are illustrated in the upper right-hand corner of the diagram.

These consumer, government, and foreign purchases flow to the industry (or business) sector of the
national and regional economies. This flow subdivides between industries based on an input-output struc
ture. The input-output structure designates the sales and purchasing pattern between industries. For
example, a major purchase of electric utilities is coal. This purchase would be represented in the input
output structure by a percentage of electric utility purchases ordered from the mining industry.

The other input-output interconnections are accounted for in a similar fashion. The upper part of the model
diagram represents the national economy. The lower part depicts the regional economy. Government,
foreign, consumer, and business purchase orders flow into the regional economy. A more detailed input
output structure interconnects the industries, governments, and households in the regional economy. The
regional economy differs from the national economy in that it is a "closed,,4 economy. The national eco
nomy is "open" in that government, consumer, and foreign purchases are determined outside the model.
The regional economy is closed in that households (consumers) and government both consume goods and
services and produce goods and services in the regional economy. Government is paid for these services
through taxes; and households, by wages, salarieS, and dividends.

Inside each of the industries, "bookkeeping" computations are made to account for the short-term flows
of materials, goods, and money. Employment of hourly and salaried personnel depends on the level of
industry sales and personnel productivity.

The key decision that modifies the flow pattern of the model over time is the investment decision. Invest
ment in plant and equipment results in new levels of output and employment in an industry. In the model
investment takes place in response to anticipated sales and profit and the current capacity to produce.
Investment in the public sector occurs in response to needs for public facilities and services as limited by
funds available from taxes and debt.

The investment decision is the primary dynamic element in the model. The effects of changes in public (tax
or investment changes) and private investment policies will be reflected through the investment decisions.

In summary, the model is a dynamic input":'output feedback simulation model. It is behavioral and descrip
tive in its approach in that it attempts to simulate the way industrial investment decisions are actually
made in the Region "and not how they should be made. The model is organized into a number of sectors
that are interconnected by an input-output matrix. The model is recursive in its operation and sequentially
generates a synthetic economic time history of the Region.

4.It is technically only partially closed since imports-exports flow in and out of the Region.
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MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
The Regional Economic Simulation Model will be recognized as one of a class of inter-industry or input
output models pioneered by Professor Leontief of Harvard University in the 1930's.s Although the original
empirical investigations of Leontief and most of the subsequent applications of input-output models have
been at the national economy level, a number of urban and regional economic base studies in recent years
have used a static input-output structure to analyze a local economy and in a few instances to project indus
trial output and employment as a function of a forecasted final demand. Although the Regional Economic
Simulation Model uses the Leontief input-output structure, it differs from previous urban economic models
in a number of significant ways:

L The model is dynamic and recursive in that it generates a synthetic time history of a changing
regional economy rather than a single set of outputs for a given final demand.

2. The regional sector of the model is "closed" by generating household consumption of goods and
services as a function of income received from the other regional sectors. In the static open
input-output mode1, household consumption (final demand) is determined outside the model.

3. The classic input-output model of current purchases is supplemented by a companion input-output
matrix of purchases for investment. This addition was considered to be crucial in a capital-goods
producing region like southeastern Wisconsin.

4. A partial representation of the national economy is included in the form of the primary industrial
customers of the Region. This inclusion of an abbreviated national input-output matrix seemed
preferable to the alternative of forecasting the national current and capital purchases by individual
industry groups.

It is not contended that any of the above model characteristics are new to the field of inter-industry eco
nomics. All, except possibly 4. above, have been discussed in the literature.6 In fact, one economist, Chak
ravarty, produced a research publication 7 that has been invaluable in the evaluation of the model. Although
Chakravarty apparently has not applied his model to an actual nation or region, his theoretical construct
is exceptionally well developed and explained. The basic characteristics of the Regional Economic Simu
lation Model, such as the emphasis on investment, the household consumption function, the investment
input-output matrix, and the dynamic recursive operation, were all developed at length by Chakravarty in
his publication. Despite the earlier independent nature of the two research efforts, Chakravarty's model
will be constantly referred to in the description to' follow because of the elegance of his formulation.

While it is important to recognize the characteristics of the Regional Economic Simulation Model, particu
larly where they represent a change from more conventional economic base studies, it is also crucial to
understand that the model represents an extension rather than a negation of previous work. An input
output structure is after all only an elaboration of the fundamental concept of inter-sectoral economic
flows implicit in the concept of an economic base of a community. And while the dynamic nature of the
model is new, the local multiplier is also really dynamic in the steady-state sense that it represents the
end point of a dynamic response to a change in equilibrium. Even the recursive dynamic nature of· the
model has been anticipated by Tiebout 8 in his excellent summary of economic base study practices.

MODEL RELATIONSHIPS
From the earlier general description, it is apparent that the most fundamental aspect of the model relates
to the flows between the respective sectors. This set of flow relationships is mathematically expressed as

5 W. Leontief, The Structure of the American Economy, 1919-1939, Oxford University Press, New York, Second
Edition, 1951.

6 H. B. Chenery and P. G. Clark, Inter.-Industry Economics, Wiley, New York, N.Y., 1959.

7 S. Chakravarty, The Logic of Investment Planning, North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1959.

8 Charles M. Tiebout, The Community Economic Base Study, Committee for Economic Development, New York, N.Y.,
1962, p. 57.
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a series of balance equations which relate the output of each sector to the inputs of the other sectors. For
each of the industrial sectors:

Sk = ~ (Fki)(P i ) + ~ (FC)ki(C i )
i i

where
Sk - Sales (gross output) of industry sector k

Pi - Current purchases of industry sector i

Ci - Cap ita lin ve s t me n t pur c has e s 0 fin d us try sec tor i

Fki - Input-output coefficients (share of industry k of current purchases of industry i)

FC ki -Investment coefficients (share of industry k of capital investment purchases of
industry i)

The above relationship is general enough in form to encompass both the regional and national sectors. The
primary difference between regional and national sectors is that the purchases of the latter partially deter
mine the sales of the former, but the reverse is not true. In other words, regional purchases do not "close
back" on the national sectors. Although the generality of the equations expresses the sales-purchase
investment relationship between all industries, it is apparent that the coefficients relating many industries
will be zero because there is no transaction activity between many sectors.

One balance equation is required for each industry in the model. Since there are 30 industries at the
regional level and 6 at the national level, there are 36 balance equations in the model. The number of
input-output and investment coefficients is much larger since these parameters increase by the square of
the. number of industries. Since the regional household and government sectors are sources of current and
investment purchases, there are 32 sectors at the regional level and 1,024 lnput-output coefficients and
the same number of investment coefficients. In addition, each of the regional sectors will have an input
output and investment relationship with each of the nine national sectors (industrial, national household,
national government, and foreign) to increase the number of input-output and investment coefficients by
288, for a grand total of 1,312 in each set. Again, it should be emphasized that many of these parameters
will be zero.
These balance equations are equivalent to equation set (1) in Chakravarty's Model E. The only differences
arise from his consideration of export sales as exogenous variables-he provides no external input-output
or investment matrix-and his classification of household consumption as a separate set of variables,
although he determines the output of this sector in the same manner as the industrial sectors. In fact,
Chakravarty's Model E is equivalent, except in detail, to the primary structure of the Regional Economic
Simulation Model.

The balance equations for the household sector are similar in structure to the industrial sectors and differ
only in that wages, salaries, dividends, and interest payments from the other sectors serve as the "sales"
of the household sector.

TWS=~RwWi +~Rs(SA)i
i

where
TWS - Total wages, salaries, dividends, interest, and transfer payments paid to the

regional household sector

Wi -Wages paid in industry sector i

(SA)i -Salaries paid in industry sector

(DIV)i -Dividends paid in industry sector i

(INT)i - Interest paid in industry sector i

(TP)i -Transfer payments paid by regional and national governments

Rw - Regional share of regional wages

Rs - Regional share of regional salaries

Rd - Reg i ona I share of reg i ona I and nat i ona I d i v i dends

Rin-Regional share of regional and national interest payments

Rtp - Regional share of regional and national transfer payments
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The government balance equations are also similar in structure except that taxes and debt receipts provide
the sales of the sector.

where

TT - Total governmental tax and debt receipts

T i-Tax payments, sector i

( 0R) i - 0e b t pay men t s , sec to() r i

Rt - Reg i ona I sha re of reg i ona I tax paymen ts

The income or, in financial terminology, cash flow of each industrial sector is the difference between the
revenue received, as determined in the balance equations described above, and the payments for the outputs
of the other sectors. These outputs would include raw materials, component parts, supplies, and services
from the industrial sectors; wage, salary, dividend, and interest payments to the household sector; and
tax payments to the government sector. These payments are determined in the model from the follow
ing equations:

Pk = (RFG}kSk (current purchase payments)

Wk=(PRAW}kSk (wage payments)

(SA}k=(PRAS}kSk (salary payments)

Tk=(TR}k(Sk - Pk -W k - (SA}k) (tax payments)

where

RFG k - Ratio of current purchase to sales, sector b.

PRAWk - Productivity-wage ratio, sector b.

PRAS
k

- Productivity-salary ratio, sector b.

TR k - Tax ratio, sector b.

The number of hourly and salaried personnel are also determined from the sales output of the industry:

EH - (PRH)(Sk)

ES - (PRS}(Sk)

EH - Employment, hourly
ES - Employment, salaried
PRH - Productivity, hourly
PRS - Productivity, salaried

Industrial investment in plant and equipment are discussed separately later in this report.

The household sector resembles the industrial sector except that only current purchases and tax payments
are included. Domestic servants and their associated wages are ignored, since they do not form a large
group within the Region. Investment in housing will be considered later in the following section.

Pk = ( RFG) k ( TWS ) k

Tk =(TR}k(TWS)k

Symbology for the above equation is as preViously defined.

In the regional government sector, tax and debt receipts replace industrial sales and household income in
the above equations:

11



Pk=(RFG)k(TT)k

(SA)k =(pRAS)k(TT)k

(ES)k =(PRS)k(TT)k

All government personnel are considered as salaried employees.

At this point, all of the economic flows except those related to investment by industries, households, and
government have been accounted for. Since investment is the dynamic force in model operation, it will be
discussed separately in the following section.

INVESTMENT RELATIONSHIPS
The investment relationship in the model takes on special meaning for a number of reasons. First of all,
investment, as previously indicated, provides the dynamic element in model operations. Without invest
ment the synthetic history generated by the model would depend completely on the exogenous variables of
government, consumer, and foreign spending and the input-output and internal parameters previously
estimated. The investment relationship, however, adds a third determinant of model output.

A second cause of importance results from the industrial nature of southeastern Wisconsin as a region.
Since the primary industrial output of the Region consists of capital goods, the investment decision is the
primary determinant of most of the sales of the Region. Industrial investment decisions will be discussed
first, followed by households and government.

The formulation of an industrial investment decision relationship in the model is a difficult task since there
is no well-accepted theory of industrial investment behavior. A number of studies have identified pertinent
variables and tested a number of experimental relationships. The following variables have been identified:
1) sales in relation to plant capacity, 2) income (or cash flow), and 3) costs of raising outside capital.

In Chakravarty's model, investment formulations involving both of the first two variables above are des
cribed. In the first, Model D, investment is a function of change of income with a time lag. While in the
second, Model E, it is a lagged function of the change in output. Both types of relationships will be tested
in the Regional Economic Simulation Model, together with a third version in which investment will be pri
marily a function of output change but with an income constraint. The equations for each of these three
investment relationships are shown below:

INVESTMENT RELATIONSHIP A (income dependent)

CINV - Capital - income ratio

INVESTMENT RELATIONSHIP B (output change dependent)

RLP wi th
variable

k

Ck = (COUT)k( Sk( t)-Sk( t-I))/ (TC)k

COUT - Capital - output ratio

TC k - Capital gestation time lag

INVESTMENT RELATIONSHIP C (output change and income
constraint dependent)

Ck = (COUT)k(Sk(t)-Sk(t_1 ))/(TC)k

if Ck~(CINV)k(Sk-Pk-Wk-(SA)k-T

otherwise Ck = (CINV)k(Sk-Pk-Wk-(SA)k-Tk)

12



Although conceptually simple, the above relationships represent the primary investment variables of out
put and income that must be considered in an investment decision. Considerations of plant capacity are
implicitly incorporated through the capital-output ratio parameter. The external cost of capital was not
considered because of the complexity it would add to the model with little promise of additional accuracy
in a region in which most expansion is internally financed.

The household sector investment decision was formulated only as a function of gross income.

Government investment is regarded as a programmed exogenous variable since one of the primary purposes
of the model is to determine the effects of public works investment spending on the regional economy.
Historical simulations of the model will be provided with actual governmental investment spending for
the period being simulated. Future simulations make use of programmed capital budgets for the time
horizon years.
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Chapter III
ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS AND DATA SOURCES
All mathematical models consist of variables, relationships, and parameters. The variables and their
associated relationships have been described previously in this report. Even with a representative set of
variables and relationships, successful model operation is still dependent on the accurate estimation of the
relevant model parameters. One of the greatest obstacles to the effective application of economic models
to planning has been the lack of data necessary for parameter estimation. In spite of the seemingly endless
publication of economic statistics in newspapers and other periodicals, the amount of publicly available
data pertinent to the estimation of model parameters is extremely small. The difficulties in using-available
economic data are compounded by the varied assumptions and definitions used by numerous data collection
agencies. All of these difficulties indicated the need for an original economic data collection program to
provide the data necessary to make the Regional Economic Simulation Model operable. The use of secon
dary data sources was considered desirable only when the variable definitions and analytical assumptions
were consistent with those used in the model construct. The quantity: and quality of the data to be collected,
however, is critically dependent on the approach taken to parameter estimation.

Two general approaches to the estimation of the parameters of the Regional Economic Simulation Model
are possible. The first approach, common to most econometric models, is that of regression analysis
utilizing either primary or secondary historical variable data. Varying levels of statistical sophistication
are possible in regression analysis, ranging from an independent simple linear regression for each rela
tionship in the model to a simultaneous maximum-likelihood estimation. Some of the most important recent
advances in econometric research have been in the area of advanced simultaneous regression techniques.

A second approach to parameter estimation is through sampling. The behavior of a small number of firms
and households may be considered typical of the larger groups of which they are a part. Parameters may
be estimated from microscopic analyses of the sample and a subsequent expansion of the results to the
entire class of firms or households~

The sampling approach was selected as the primary approach for the Regional Economic Simulation Model
for the following reasons:

1. A validity test of the model was considered desirable using the 1946-1963 history of the output
variables. If these historical data were used to determine the model parameters, they could not
be used as an independent test of model validity.

2. The behavioral approach used to ascertain investment decision rules through firm interviews was
more conducive to sampling.

3. The complex nature of the model and the existence of many inequal relationships made a regres
sion analysis approach of the simultaneous kind exceedingly difficult, if not impossible.

The last reason would seem to make the first two extraneous, but sampling was actually more consistent
with the concepts involved in the model.

DATA COLLECTION
A complete detailed description of the sources and procedures used in the Regional Economic Simulation
Model data collection program is beyond the scope of this report. A separate detailed report of the data
collection program has been prepared under separate cover. 9 This report details each of the data sources

9Data Collection Program for the Regional Economic Simulation Model, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission, Waukesha, Wisconsin, November 1964. Because of the confidential nature of the data contained in
this report, collected through private interviews with corporate managers, this report has not been published as
have other Commission findings; and loan copies are available only upon special request and after approval by
the Commission.
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and the relevant procedures. It is, therefore, necessary only to describe herein the basic data sources
and some of the problems encountered in processing and analyzing the required data.

Both primary and secondary data sources were used, with the principal sources being: 1) survey of se
lected firms "in each regional industry group, 2) state corporate tax records, 3) state industrial employ
ment and payroll records, and 4) household survey data of the land use-transportation study.

The second source, state corporate tax records, proved to be most valuable, providing important data used
for parametric estimations. The third source, in the form of industrial employment data, was also critical
in that it provided data at the industry level which provided a basis for sample expansion. The other three
sources provided data only for sampled firms and households. Although it would have been theoretically
possible to obtain the total universe of corporate tax records, the sheer volume of the data involved made
sampling an economic necessity.

External input-output parameters at the regional level were estimated from the purchasing records of
sampled firms. Because of the uneven quality of these records, which ranged from detailed commodity
classifications to estimates by purchasing personnel, a confirmation of the estimated parameters was
sought from a regression analysis of regional sales-purchasing data. The sampled data constituted, how
ever, the primary data source. National input-output parameters were based on the recently computed
Department of Commerce table compiled for the year 1958.

The most difficult data to obtain related to that needed for input-output parameter estimation. Although it
would have been ideal to provide a control check on the data by obtaining firm data on both input (purchases)
and output (sales) composition, such an approach was most difficult to implement. Firms were quite
reluctant to provide data on sales composition but were usually willing to provide a detailed classification
of purchases. For this reason, the primary check on the input-output parameters was provided by com
parisons with the 1958 national input-output matrix.

DATA PROCESSING
Some of the parameters were estimated with only a minimal amount of data processing. This was the case
for most of the input-output parameters. Although the data necessary to estimate these parameters was
obtainab.le only by special surveys of sampled firms, the raw form of the data was such that little manipu
lation was required to provide final model input parameters. Since the input-output parameters were col
lected as sales output composition ratios and purchasing input composition ratios for the sampled firms,
these same ratios could be used to represent the industry of interest. Indeed, most of the data process
ing related to input-output parameters was the result of accuracy checks of the parameters using the
1958 national matrix and other sources of input-output data.

The direct measurement approach used for the input-output parameter estimation was not applicable to
the remaining parameters relating to internal operations and to the investment decision. Considerable
data manipulation was necessary to calculate the purchasing, productivity, and personnel ratios and the
parameters relating to the investment decision.

All of the economic data collected from corporate tax records, the Wisconsin Industrial Commission, and
the industrial surveys, with the exception of the purchase and sales composition (input-output) data, which
required special handling, was recorded and key punched with a standard data input format. This format
provided the following information from each data source document:

1. Standard industrial classification code of industry.

2. Company or county code.

3. Variable or parameter name.

4. Value of variable or parameter.
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5. Variable or parameter indicator.
(Each record contained only one and not the other.)

6. Units of variable or parameter.

7. Not available indicator.
(To indicate the absence of a variable or parameter value in an annual series.)

8. Source of data.

9. Date of data.

Source data, which was originally transcribed on numbered data sheets prior to transfer to punched cards,
include the following data items:

1. Total personnel in each industry in each county by year.

2. Hourly personnel in each industry in each county by month and year.

3. Total personnel for each sampled firm by month and year.

4. Hourly personnel for each sampled firm by month and year.

5. Sales and costs for each sampled firm by year.

6. Current purchases for each sampled firm by year.

7. Plant and equipment value for each sampled firm by year.

8. Profit for each sampled firm by year.

9. Depreciation for each sampled firm by year.

10. Payroll for each sampled firm by year.

11. Capital purchases for each sampled firm by year.

The basic data reduction problem was to transform the above historical variables into estimates of the
internal (non-input-output) parameters of the model. In essence, this reduction involved the expansion
of the data from the sampled firms to represent the appropriate industry. This expansion was based on
employment since this was the only common variable obtainable at both the firm and industry level. An
expansion factor was calculated for each sampled firm in each industry by determining the ratio of firm
employment to industry employment. This expansion factor was then used to expand other firm variables
to the industry level.

Detailed descriptions and equations of each of the data reduction programs are included in AppendiX nr.
The summary of the data reduction sequence that follows is intended to provide an overview of the proce
dure. The programs are ordered in computation sequence.

Program 1 Regional Industry Employment Summation

A. Inputs

1. Monthly county total personnel by industry.

2. Monthly county hourly personnel by industry.
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B. Operation

1. The program summarizes monthly county employment by industry to obtain annual average
regional employment by industry.

C. Output

1. Annual average regional total personnel by industry.

2. Annual average regional hourly personnel by industry.

Program 2

A. Inputs

Company Expansion Factors

1. Annual average regional total personnel by industry.

2. Monthly company total personnel.

3. Monthly company hourly personnel.

B. Operation

1. The program accumulates monthly company total personnel data to obtain annual average per
sonnel and divides this average by the total personnel in the industry to calculate the expansion
factor for each firm. It also accumulates monthly company hourly personnel to determine an
annual average.

C. Outputs

1. Company expansion factor.

2. Annual average company total personnel.

3. Annual average company hourly personnel.

Program 3

A. Inputs

1. Company expansion factor.

2. Company national sales.10

Regional Industry Sales

3. Company national manufacturing costs.

4. Company Wisconsin manufacturing costs.

B. Operation

1. Company regional sales are calculated by reducing national sales by the ratio of Wisconsin
manufacturing costs (really regional manufacturing costs since all firms used had all of their
Wisconsin plants in the Region) to national manufacturing costs. Regional industry sales are
then determined using the company expansion factors.

IOAll variable data is annual unless otherwise specified.
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C. Outputs

1. Regional industry sales.

2. Regional company sales.

Program 4

A. Inputs

1. Company national sales.

Raw Material Fraction

2. Company total raw material purchase.

3. Company total purchase discounts.

4. Company expansion factor.

B. Operation

1. Company purchases are discounted and expanded to provide industry purchases. The raw
material purchase ratio (fraction) of sales is also calculated.

C. Outputs

1. Industry raw material purchases.

2. Company raw material fraction.

3. Industry raw material fraction.

Program 5

A. Inputs

Plant and Equipment

1. Company national plant and equipment.

2. Company national tangible (total) property.

3. Company Wisconsin tangible property.

4. Company expansion factor.

B. Operation

1. The regional plant and equipment is determined from the ratio of property in Wisconsin to total
national property in each firm. Plant and equipment for each industry is then provided using
the company expansion factors.

C. Outputs

1. Company regional plant and equipment.

2. Industry regional plant and equipment.
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Program 6 Hourly Personnel, Average Monthly Wage

A. Inputs

1. Company hourly payroll.

2. Company hourly personnel.

B. Operation

1. The company and industry average monthly wage is computed.

C. Output

1. Company average monthly wage.

2. Industry average monthly wage.

Program 7

A. Inputs

1. Company total personnel.

2. Company hourly personnel.

Average Monthly Salary

3. Company taxable and nontaxable payroll.

B. Operation

1. Salaried personnel are determined from the difference between total and hourly personnel.
Total payroll is the sum of taxable and nontaxable payroll. Salaried payroll is indirectly
determined from total and hourly payroll data. Knowing both salaried personnel and monthly
salaries, the average salary may then be determined.

C. Outputs

1. Company salaried personnel.

2. Company average monthly salary.

3. Industry average monthly salary.

Program 8

A. Inputs

Capital Expenditures

1. Company Wisconsin capital purchases.

2. Company national capital purchases.

3. Company plant and equipment.

4. Company depreciation.

B. Operation

1. If capital expenditures data was available for the firms, it was used directly. If it was not
available, capital expenditures were computed indirectly from the plant and equipment depre
ciation.

C. Outputs
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L Company capital expenditures.

2. Industry capital expenditures.

Program 9

A. Inputs

Industry Hourly and Salaried Personnel

L Industry total personnel.

2. Industry hourly personnel.

3. Company hourly personnel.

4. Company salaried personnel.

5. Company expansion factor.

B. Operation

L This program provides an annual summation of hourly and salaried personnel for those indus
tries in which employment data at the county level was not available for summation in Pro
gram L

C. Outputs

L Industry hourly personnel.

2. Industry salaried personnel.

Program 10

A. Inputs

L Outputs of previous programs.

B. Operation

Industry SummarY

L This program provides a printed output of the key variables and parameters by year from each
of the previous programs.

C. Outputs

L Annual key variables.

2. Annual key parameters.

The combination of the input-output parameters; the outputs of the above data reduction programs; and
a future forecast of federal government, nati?nal consumer, and net foreign purchases provided all of the
required inputs for the Regional Economic Simulation Model runs which will be discussed in the next sec
tion of this report. A summary of the key variables and parameters is presented in Tables 1 and 2.
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Chapter N
MODEL TESTS AND FORECAST RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
The two objectives of the model runs were:

l. To test the model by comparing simulated and historical variable outputs from 1946-1962.

2. To provide population and employment forecasts for the years 1970, 1980, and 1990 for regional
plan preparation.

Originally, it was intended that extensive sensitivity analyses of the model would be performed to deter
mine the effects of changes in parameters, such as productivity, capital investment rate, and regional
market share on future employment in the Region. Time and cost limitations and the requirements of
other activities in land use model application limited sensitivity analysis to investigations of the effects of
changes in the future increase in productivity. Productivity proved to be a most sensitive parameter affect
ing model operation. It is planned to perform more extensive sensitivity analyses as part of the continuing
regional planning program.

The model program used for both the historical and forecast model runs is listed in Appendix ll. The pro
gram is in Fortran ll-D language for the IDM 1620. The program listing includes definitions of symbols
used and is extensively commented so that a person familiar with Fortran can easily understand the model
program operation.

In addition to the model program, three classes of data, discussed in the previous chapter, were neces
sary for the historical and forecast runs. These included:

1. The exogenous variables of consumer purchases, federal government purchases, and gross ex
ports for the years 1946-1960 and a forecast of these same variables for 1970, 1980, and 1990.

2. The input-output parameters, national and regional, relating the sales and purchases of all of the
industries in the model.

3. The internal resource parameters in each industry relating material purchases, capital spending,
employment, and wages in each industry to the output of that industry.

The exogenous variables used in the model runs are tabulated in Table 1. The variables with the exception
of gross exports were available on an annual basis from 1946-1960. Gross export data were available only
at five-year intervals. Intermediate-year values were obtained by linear interpolation. Forecasts of each
exogenous variable were made for 1970, 1980, and 1990. Intermediate future years were also obtained by
linear interpolation. Gross national product was not used directly as a model input but is listed as a gen
eral measure of national output that includes all of the other exogenous variables.

The input-output parameters are tabulated in Table 2. The upper part of the table illustrates the aggre
gated national matrix used to convert the exogenous variables into business spending (current purchases
and capital goods) at the national level. As previously discussed, this national matrix singles out regional
customers, such as construction and electric utilities. This approach obviated the need for an exogenous
forecast of each of these national industries'. The lower and much larger part of the matrix depicts the
regional inter-industry relationships.

The third set of input data, the internal parameters within each industry, are presented in Appendix IV.
These parameters denote the labor, material, and capital equipment resources needed to provide the output
of eaph industry, including government (local and state) and households.
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Although historical and forecast runs of the model will be discussed separately in the sections to follow,
it is important to note that in actual model operation the two periods (historical and future) were run as
a single simulation. The model was initialized in 1946 and then run until 1990. The model was not reini
tialized in 1960 or 1962, the two years for which detailed historical data were availahle. These milestone
years, particularly 1960, were used rather to evaluate the historical performance of the model as dis
cussed in the following section.

This approach to model operation provides a simulation model which may be defined as a free running
model not recalibrated on a period-to-period basis, in contrast to a single-period model which is cali
brated on a period-to-period basis.

HISTORICAL SIMULATION
A comparison of the model-generated employment variables and the actqal employment by major indus
tries in 1960 is shown in Table 3. A detailed comparison within primary manufacturing categories. is
shown in Table 4.

The overall accuracy of the model in simulating historic economic activity proved to be quite good. Total
employment was in error by only 2.9 percent and manufacturing employment by only 0.8 percent. Individual
industries, however, deviated to a much greater degree. When compared with actual employment figures in
the major industries, finance, insurance, and real estate simulated employment was in error by 19.1 per
cent and private services employment by 19.6 percent. In the manufacturing industries, paper and wood
products manufacturing simulated employment was in error by 45.3 percent. Historical results, however,
established sufficient confidence to justify application of the model to forecasting. Employment rather than
the output (sales) of each industry was used for the model performance comparisons because of the higher
reliability of available data.

It is important to note that the historical accuracy of the model is not necessarily indicative of the future
forecasting performance of the model. Since the actual exogenous variables were used in the historic simu-

Tab 1e I

EXOGENOUS VARIABLES-HISTORICAL AND FORECAST
REGIONAL ECONOMIC SIMULATION MODEL

(In Billions of Dollars, 1960)

Gro s s Federal
National Consumer Government Gross

Year Product Pu rch ases Purchases Exports

9~6 322.3 211.5 55.9 11.3
9~7 321.8 215. I ~7.2 12.3
9 ~8 3H.1 219.3 52.7 13.3
9~9 333.8 22~.7 58.6 1~.3

950 362.6 238.~ 56.8 15.3
951 391. ~ 2~0.6 79.~ 16.3
952 ~06.5 2~6.9 96.9 17.3
953 . ~23.6 258 . ., IO~. I 18.3
95~ ~16.8 262. I 93.7 19.3
955 ~~9.3 281.5 91. ~ 20.3
956 ~59.0 290.9 90.6 21.6
957 ~68.0 298.6 9~.5 22.9

1958 ~60. I 30 I. 2 98.9 2~. I
1959 ~90.7 319.0 99.9 25.~

1960 50~.~ 328.9 100. I 26.7
1970 H6.0 ~62.0 160.0 38.0
1980 1,060.0 662.0 H2.0 58.~

1990 1,510.0 9~~.0 365.0 91.2

Source: SEWRPC.
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Table 2

INPUT-OUTPUT MATRIX FOR REGIONAL ECONOMIC SIMULATION MODEL
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10 Agriculture .00019 .00004- .00005 .00132 .00015 .00001 .5ll-212 .IJ.3968 .0IJ.681 .05ll-55 .00119 .00027 .00274-

II Mining 0.00001 0.00023 0.00003 0.00018 0.00727 0.00122 0.00003 0.01024- 0.00031 0.05695 0.06233 0.00073 0.00001

12 Construction .00083
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19 Fabricated Metals .00038 .OOOM .00017 .00008 .00026 .00253 .00099 .00027 .00009 .004-85 .01511-2 .15000 .03678 .00352 .03710 .00369 .02680 .033011- .13081 .07879 .09105

20 Machinery, Engines & Turbines .00 I27 .00005 .00063

21 Machinery, Farm .00073

22 Machinery, Construction & Mining .00216 .00025

23 Machinery, Metalworking .00031 .00007

25 Elec. Mach., Transmission Distribution & Industrial .00075 .00021

2lj. Machinery, Special .00075 .00002 . 000 IIJ. .00001 .00009 ,0003lj. .00005 .00001 .00003 ,000lj.1J. .00009 .00176 .00588 .00688 .09156 .03239

.ooo~ .00065 .OQIlj.3 .02010

.00029 .00035 .00703 .00012 .00786.00036

.00053 .00030 .00183 .00021 .00119 .00713 .004-99 .05514- .018IJ.2

.00938.00003

.00022

.00017 .00004-

.0000 I . OQ02lj. . 000 I2

.00012 .00015

.00006 . 00002 . 00002

27 Electrical Macllinery, Household Appliances

26 Electrical Machinery, lighting & "'edical

...J
«
z
o

"'"0:

28 Electrical Machinery, Communications & Components .00020 .O(J(J(J8 .0Q0ij9 •00002 .00005 . 00053 .0001IJ. . QOlll-B .0034-2 .00013 ,00028 .00087 .0006IJ. .00053 .00193 .00027 .00018

29 Transportation Equipment 0.00190 0.00160 0.00030

30 Instruments .00012 .00002 .00013 .00002 .000Qll. .00005 .00022 ,00020 .00759 .00088 .00016 .00()lj.2 .00018 .00015

31 Miscellaneous ManUfacturing .00012 .00011 .00003 .OOOOIJ. .00010 .00001 .00009 ,00106 .00176 .00798 .00120 ,01966 .O()ll.83 .01172 .004-73 .00358 .00658 .00615 .00967

32 Transportation .00096 .00029 .00026 ,00023 .00069 .000IJ.6 .00039 ;n0037 .000IJ.2 .02lj.20 .07075 .04-683 .054-08 ,02093 .05961 .028lj.3 .04-898 .07908 .03133 .038()1l. .03554-

33 Communication ,00002 .00010 .00002 .00004- .00001 .00002 .00006 .00003 .00033 .00525 .00186 .00283 .00327 .0()ll.18 .00511 .02IJ.3IJ. .00517 .00591 .0055IJ. ,00777 .0051J.6

3IJ. Electrical, Gas, & Sanitary Utilities ,000()lj. .00029 .00009 .00006 .00M3 .000Qll. .00017 .00619 .00091 .00653 . 0IJ.5 19 .004-26 .00855 .01066 .02l)l1.7 .02210 .02580 .05329 .01574- ,01652 .01691

35 Trade .00054- .0019q. .00011 .OOMI .00053 .00198 .00063 .00022 .00061 . ()lj.552 .05815 .21667 .04-955 .05559 .0691J.7 .M550 .0lj.698 .0639lJ. .061l-1J.6 .08257 .08811

36 Banking & Insurance .00028 .00013 .00017 .00005 ,00008 .00007 .00005 .01937 .024-76 .00774- .00710 .01028 .009lj.3 .01858 .01217 .01580 .01383 .01807 .01550

37 Real Estate .00012 .00152 .00002 .00067 .00219 .00006 .00020 .00006 .00189 .06120 .19797 .005lJ.8 .00598 .01IJ.IJ.8 .01080 .06980 .01559 .01057.01173 .0137IJ. .01160

38 Services, Except~dical .00011 .0004-2 .000711 .0003lJ. .00oq.2 .00012 .00039 .00020 .00150 .05333 .0656IJ. .01885 .04-687 .03191 .03571 .13298 .ON36 .0394-7 .04-392 .08601 .081IJ.9

39 Serv ices Mad ical .00125 .00003 .00005 .OOOOIJ. .00002 .00003 .00002 .00016 .00286 .00229 .00151 .00131 .00173 .00158 .00210 .00160 .00186 .00180 .00286 .00217

4-0 Households

IJ.I Governmen,f



Table 2 (continued)

INPUT-OUTPUT MATRIX FOR REGIONAL ECONOMIC SIMULATION MODEL

"383736all- 35

...-
..:;:

.~ S
~~ ]

GROSS OUT PUT

"E..
J

32 33

DOLLAR OFPoR

REGIONAL

28 29 30

DIRECT REQUIREMENTS

27262522~
""h";"'Industries

Selling
Industries

Ij.Agriculture

5 Mining
~r------------------_j--+--+-----1f--+--+--f---+--+--+-----+---+--+--+--_j--+--+----1f---+--+----I

~ r---;-6-;:CO::"::,t::,::"'~t;::o=-"---------------+---+---+---+--+---+--+--+--+--+--+----+-----jf-----j-----jf---f---J---J---+---+-----I
f- r---:7;-;Ma:c"-"fc:-a--:"-"'c-;"-,-------------+--f---+--+--+---j--+~-+--_j---+--+---+_--f-~-+--+--l_-___+--+--+_-_j----j

~ r---;-,-;:,;-:,,::,,=,=-;,::U::t-:-:;,=;t::;,-,--------------+---+---+----t----t----j----j-----j-----j---f----f---+---+--+--+--+----1---+---+---+----l
9 Other Industries

10 Agriculture .00210 .00282 .00323 .00618 .20218 .00072 .00155 0.0168 0.0010

11 Mining 0.06066 0.00007 O.Q03S1 0.00183 0.00025 0.00372 0.00026 0.00037 0.01610 0.00167 O.02l/.19 a.0382l\. 0.01086 0.02512 0.00998 0.00091

12 Construct ion 0.3603

13 Food .00007 .0002lJ. .00001 .00562 .0014-2 .00862 .000011- .02136 .00561 .00123 .02702 0.0300 0.0013

III- Leather, Apparel, Texti les .00380 .OQIj.Olj. .00570 .0011-26 .00252 .00956 .00250 .01865 .026111- .03888 .003911- .00859 .00020 .005811- .0011-66 .0011-99 .039011- .01595 0.00056 0.00003

15 Paper, Lumber, Furniture .00827 .00559 .02180 .0311-09 .03251 .03750 .06079 .0211-89 .05787 .08311-2 .00591 .00197 .00197 .03980 .010gq. .OOIl-Ij.II- .019811- .01721 0.0006 0.0002

16 Newspaper, Periodical, & Book Publishing & Printing .00130 .00026 .00319 .00307 .00055 .00127 .00223 .001911- .00112 .00733 .00650 .09181 .00051 .00911-9 .0311-20 .0051.1 .1611111- .05136 0.00811 0.0011-3

17 Chemicals .066711- .03538 .011-391 .06280 .11961 .0911-58 .011-526 .07073 .0811-62 .10993 .16071 .01988 .02718 .011-891 .01370 . ()II.711-9 .062115 .11587 0.011-31 0.0216

18 Primary Metals .11-3873 .36811-6 .33856 .36179 .30730 .255611- .12080 .26911-2 .1511-91 .15170 .00827 .01868 .00562 .01002 .00511 .00983 .00101 0.0012 0.0001

19 Fabricated Metals . I 1967 .16733 .10813 .06835 .07999 .203711- .06625 .111-11-11-8 .07566 .05120 .0011-91 .00235 .01618 .00852 .00211 .005611- .00329 0.00211- 0.0012

20 Machinery, Engines & Turbines 0.00011- 0.0001

21 Macllinery, Farm O.OOQII.

22 Macllinery, Construction & Mining 0.0017

23 Macllinery, Metalworking 0.0001 0.0001

.00029 .00272 .00016 .00055 .00517 .001811- 0.0020 0.0010

.00077 .00278 .00003 0.0012 0.0011-11-..J
«
z
o
<0
W
a:

211 Machinery, Special

25 Elec. Mach., Transmission Distribution & Industrial

26 Electr ical Macllinery, Lighting & Mad ical

27 Electrical Machinery, Household Appl iances

.OZlll6 .019911 .0513'1 .0011-55 .00898 .001Qq. .00191 .02300 .01312 .0936ll- .00058

.00937 .00223 .00799 . ()ll.959 .111-980 .01608 .02122 .03086 .012211- .016811 .00691 .003611o

.00032 .00628 .01711-8 .00152 .002611 .02129 .00095 .001lo87 .00111-5 .00219

.00088

.00096 .000911- .01 I 10

0.000\ 0.000\

0.0083

28 Electrical Machinery, Communications & Components .002111o .00011-9 . Olio 1611- .09792 .02211olj. .00059 .38519 .055911- .07083 .01l1lo55 .00368 • 105Qll. .00039 .00295 .00222 .02286 .00173 0.0052 0.0015

29 Transportation Equipment 0.03132 0.00160 0.00015

30, Instruments .00019 .00W6 .00111-7 .00173 .000117 .00290 .00326 .00308 .011-695 .00081 .00002 .00111-6 .00011-11- .01693 .01150 0.0028 0.0025

31 Miscellaneous Manufacturing .025311- .01165 .00626 .0078ll .00806 .003112 .011-231 .082ll-1 .0611-25 .083118 .00786 .03881 .00236 .01356 .01380 .0011-22 . ()lj.582 .01902 0.0238 0.0078

32 Transportation .03902 .02659 .03183 .03151 .02722 .03111011- .02258 . ()lI.206 .02911 .02799 .18756 .01389 .03807 .01598 .0201lo2 .0311088 .0111-96 .01910 0.0298 0.0099

33 Communication .00922 .02662 .0191109 .01068 .005911o .00823 .00627 .00976 .00966 .01028 .02311-0 .07911-5 .001177 .Oll08ll .03576 .02121 .07298 .03031 0.0135 0.00117

311 Electrical, Gas, & Sanitary Uti 1ities .018ll9 .02287 .01875 .0211-75 .01571 .016511o .01ll-38 .01Qq.3 .01273 .01211 .08119 .08211-1 .6ll-808 .13129 .Oll535 .08398 .05869 .0710ll 0.0311 0.0138

35 Trade .106111- .09511-0 .119'N .08206 .1011-82 .08372 .0811-58 .07952 .10929 .09582 .0866ll . ()II.326 .0211-57 .06382 .02221 .09581 .08288 .06692 0.2122 0.00ll5

36 8anking & Insurance .02(Jll8 .02511-7 .018511- .01189 .00879 .00611-8 .00779 .01077 .01313 .01571 .06055 .011-522 .01132 .063711- .1Io68 17 .18519 ,03597 .M21ll 0.()Il.07 0.01)11.7

37 Real Estate .01839 .05713 .02657 .02023 .017311- .01()ll.1I- .02211 .01291 .02585 .01911 .08829 .13811-8 .00571 .203611- .17887 .11370 .10288 .211-809 0.1378 0.0058

38 Services, Except Medical .07712 .07981 .08755 .08829 .0611-11-2 .19127 .07782 .0511-511- .1111-88 .07368 .12811-7 .25506 .03173 .30258 .12861 .16208 .21205 .206920.065ll 0.0179

39 Serv ices, Mad ical .00271 .00306 .00261 .00260 .00202 .00198 .OO2Q\ .OQ2SQ .00236 .00213 .00270 .00733 .00168 .003811- .01219 .00338 .00169 .011-717 0.0705 0.0077

11-0 Households

III Government



Table 3

CDMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND MODEL SIMULATION EMPLOYMENT
BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP FOR THE REGION

1960 1960 Model Percent
Employment Type

Actual Simulation Er ro r

Agriculture 12.9 13.3 3. I
Construction and Min i ng 29.5 33.2 12.6
Manufacturing 253.0 255. I 0.8
Trade 120.2 110.3 8. I
Transportation, Communications, an d Utilities. 3~.8 37.9 8.9
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate . 23.0 18.6 19. I
Private Services an d Education. 119.9 1~3.~ '9.6
Government Services (Except Education). 22.7 22.3 1.8

Tota I Employment 616.0 6 3~. I 2.9

Source: SEWRPC.

Table ~

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND MODEL SIMULATION MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRY FOR THE SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN REGION

1960 1960 Model Percent
Industry Type

SimulationActual Er ro r

Food an d Related Products. 21.3 21.9 2.8
Textile, Apparel, Leather Products 1~.2 16.2 I~. I
Pape r an d Wood Products. 9.5 13.8 ~5. 3
Printing an d Publ ishing. 16.3 15.6 ~.3

Chemicals. ~.O ~.9 22.5
Primary Metals 19. ~ 20.3 ~.6

Fabricated Metals. 18.3 17.7 3.3
Machinery. . 58.8 53.0 10.0
Electrical Equipment ~0.9 39.2 ~.2

Transportation Equipment 33.~ 35.~ 6.0
Instruments. 3.~ 3. I 8.8
Miscellaneous Manufacturing. 13.5 I~.O 3.7

Total 253.0 255. 1 0.8

Source: SEWRPC.

lation, no error was contributed from this source. In the forecast simulation, these exogenous variables
themselves must be forecast and would, therefore, introduce a source of error.

Errors in the historical run may be attributed to approximations in the input-output matrix and the internal
resource parameters. These approximations will also be present, perhaps to a greater degree, in the
forecast runs. In the forecast runs, the present input-output matrix was assumed to remain constant
over time, an admittedly weak assumption but a necessary one which can be modified only as more input
output data becomes available in future years to indicate trends in these parameters. Most of the internal
resource parameters were also assumed to remain constant over time in the forecast runs. An exception
to this rule was productivity, which was assigned an annual rate of increase based on recent historical
trends. Productivity trend forecasts are discussed more fully in the next section.

FORECAST SIMULATION
Model forecasts of future regional employment by major industry for the years 1970, 1980, and 1990 are
shown in Table 5. Model forecasts of manufacturing employment for these same years are tabulated in
Table 6.
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Table 5

MODEL FORECAST OF EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR INDUSTRY FOR THE REGION
(2 1/2 Percent Average Annual Productivity Growth) .

Year Percent Change
Employment Type

1960 1970 1980 1990 1960 to 1990

Agriculture . . · · · · 12.9 10.6 9. I 7.9 -38.8

Construction and Mining · · 29.5 38.9 ij3.9 ij9.8 68.8

Manufacturing · . · · · · · 253.0 288.2 327.5 370.2 ij6.3

Trade . · · J 20. 2 127.ij lij3.8 162. I 3ij.8

Transportation, Communications,
Utilities. . · · · · · · · 3ij.8 ij3.8 ij9.5 55.9 60.6

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate · 23.0 21.5 2ij.3 29.ij 27.8

Private Services and Education. · 119.9 166.9 188.6 213.2 77.8

Government Services (ex cept education) 22.7 33.2 ij8. I 69.ij 205.7

Total Employment 616.0 730.5 8H.8 957.9 55.5

SourCe: SEWRPC.

Table 6

MODEL FORECAST OF MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRY FOR THE REGION

(2 1/2 Percent Average Annual Productivity Growth)

Industry Type Year Percent Change
1960 1970 1980 1990 1960 to 1990

Food & Related Products. · · 21.3 2ij.8 27.9 31.3 ij6.9
Textile, Apparel, Leather Products · · lij.2 18.2 20.6 23.2 63.3
Paper and Wood Products. · · · · · 9.5 15.7 17.8 20.0 110.5
Printing and Publishing. · · · · 16.3 17.9 20.2 22.8 39.8
Chemicals. · . ij.O 5.7 6.5 7.3 82.5
Primary Metals · · · · · · 19.ij 22.7 25.7 29. I 50.0
Fabricated Metal Products. · · · 18.3 20.0 22.7 25.8 ijO.9
Machinery. · · 58.8 60.ij 70.ij 81.1 37.9
Electrical Eq u i pment · · ijO.9 ijij.3 50.9 57.8 ij 1.3

Transportation Equipment · · · · 33.ij ijO.3 ij5.5 51.2 53.2

Instruments. · · · · 3.ij 3.6 ij. I ij.7 38.2

Miscellaneous Manufacturing. . · · 13.5 lij.6 15.2 15.9 17.7

Total 253.0 288.2 327.5 370.2 ij6.3

Source: SEWRPC.

Employment forecasts were the major output requirements of the model. These variables are used to esti
mate future population and the resulting land requirements. A number of other variables of interest, how
ever, are generated in model operation. These variables, such as sales, purchases, value added, and
capital expenditures, are summarized for the forecast years in Tables 7, 8, and 9.

Productivity parameters are a key factor in any forecasts of future employment since this set of para
meters provides the conversion matrix necessary to translate output variables into employment variables.
Regional productivity data for the years 1946-1960 were used to forecast trends in future regional produc
tivity in each industry. The long-term (1946-1960) average annual growth in productivity was 2 percent
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Table 7

MA~UFACTURING INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT FORECAST FOR THE REGION 1970
(In Millions of Dollars)

Value Capital
Industry SIC

Sa 1es Purchases Added Expenditures

Food 20 I,~OO.O 1,050.0 350.0 26. I
Leather, Apparel, Textiles 22,23,31 255.2 19 I. ~ 63.8 3.9
Pap e r, Lumber, Furniture · 2~,25,26 386.3 231.7 15~.6 I~. I
Printing an d Publishing. 27 ~2~.2 220.5 203.7 I 1.5
Chemicals 28 393.3 235.9 157.~ 1~.7

Primary Metals · 33 ~H.2 260.8 213.~ 19.2
Fabricated Metals. · · H 625.6 39~. I 231.5 16.~

Machinery, Engines an d Tu rb i nes. · 351 ~O I. 3 232.7 168.6 1~.3

Machinery, Farm. · 352 20~.3 130.7 73.6 ~.~

Machinery, Construction an d Mining · 353 333.6 196.8 136.8 6. I
Machinery, Metalworking. · 35~ 123.5 60.5 63.0 3.7
Machinery, Special 355,356,357, ~~ 1.6 2~7. 3 19~.3 12.~

358,359
Electrical Machinery, Transmission 361,362 ~9~.9 2~7. 5 2~7.~ 10.3

Distribution an d Industrial. 36~,369

Electrical Mach i nery, Appl i ances 363 70.2 ij7.0 23.2 1.2
Electrical Machinery, Components ~3 6 5 , 3 6 6 , 3 67 361.2 180.6 180.6 15.0
Transportation Equipment · 37 1,871.0 1,122.0 7~9.0 66.8
Instruments. 38 100.9 33.9 67.0 3. I
Miscellaneous Manufacturing. · 19.21,30, 98.~ 59.0 39.~ ~.9

32,39

Total Manufacturing 8,~59.7 5, I~2. ~ 3,317.3 2~8. I

Source: SEWRPC.
Table 8

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT FORECAST FOR THE REGION 1980

(In Millions of Dollars)

Value Capital
Industry SIC

Sales Purchases Added Expenditures

Food . . . . · · · · · · · · · 20 2,01~.0 1,510.0 50~.0 37.~

Leather, Apparel, Text i les · · · · 22,23,31 368.7 276.5 92.2 5.6
Paper, Lumber, Furniture · · 2~,25,26 558.9 335.3 223.6 20.3
Printing and Publishing. · · · · · 27 612.9 318.7 29~.2 16.7
Chemicals. . · · · · · · · 28 569.8 3~ 1.9 227.9 21.3
Primary Metals · · · · · · · 33 689.0 379.0 310.0 27.9
Fabricated Metals. · · · · · · · · · 3~ 909.3 572.8 336.5 23.8
Machinery, Engines and Turbines. · · 351 60 1.8 3~9. 0 252. 8 21. ~

Machinery, Farm. · · · · · · · 352 30~. I 19~.6 109.5 6.5
Machinery, Construction and Mining · 353 505.6 298.3 207.3 9.2
Machinery, Metalworking. · · · · · 35~ 182.9 89.6 93.3 5.5
Machinery, Special · · · · · · 355,356,357, 6~6.9 362.3 28~.6 18.2

Electrical
358,359

Machinery, Transmission 361,362 727.~ 363.7 363.7 15. I
Distribution and Industrial. · 36~,369

Electrical Machinery, App Ii ances · · 363 10 I. 3 67.9 33.~ 1.7
Electrical Machinery, Components · 365,366,367 527.~ 263.7 263.7 57.0
Transportation Equipment · · · · · · 37 2,705.0 1,623.0 1,082.0" 96.6
Instruments. · · · · · · · · · 38 1~6.9 ~9.3 97.6 ~.5

Miscellaneous Manufacturing ••• · 19,21.30 1~2.3 85.~ 56.9 7. I
32,39

Total Manufacturing 12,3 I~. 2 7, ~81. 0 ~,833.2 395.8

Source: S~.
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Table 9

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT FORECAST FOR THE REGION 1990

(In Millions of Dollars)

Value Capital
Industry SIC

Sales Purchases Added Expenditures

Food . . · · · · · · · · · 20 2,892.0 2,169.0 723.0 53.8
Leather, Appare I, Textiles · · · 22,23,31 531.7 398.8 132.9 8. I
Paper, Lumber, Furniture · · · · · · 211-,25,26 808. I 11-811-.9 323.2 29.11-
Printing and Publishing. · · · · · · 27 885.5 11-60.11- 11-25. I 211-. I
Chemicals. . · · . · · · · · · · · · 28 8211-.7 11-911-.8 329.9 30.8
Primary Meta Is · . · · · · · · ; · · 33 998.7 511-9.2 11-11-9.5 11-0.11-
Fabricated Metals. · · · · · · · 311- 1,318.0 830.3 11-87.7 311-.5
Machinery, Engines and Turbines. · · 351 892.3 517.5 3711-.8 31.8
Machinery, Farm. · · · · · · · · 352 11-11-6.7 285.9 160.8 9.6
Machinery, Construction and Mining · 353 752. I 11-11-3.7 308.11- 13.8
Machinery, Metalworking. · · · · · · 3511- 268.6 131.6 137.0 8. I
Machinery, Special · · · · · · · 355,356,357, 911-3.0 528.0 11-15.0 26.6

358,359
Electrical Machinery, Transmission 361,362

Distribution and Industrial. · · · 3611-,369 1,063.° 531.8 531.2 22. I
Electrical Machinery, App Ii ance's 363 111-6.0 97.9 11-8. I 2.5
Electrical Machinery, Components 365,366,367 767.7 383.8 383.9 82.9
Transportation Equipment · · · · 37 3,896.0 2,331.0 1,559.0 139.0
Instruments. · · · · · · · · · 38 213.6 71.7 111-1.9 6.6
Miscellaneous Manufacturing. · · · 19,21,39, 205.7 123.11- 82.3 10.3

30,32

Total Manufacturing 17,853.11- 10,839.7 7,013.7 5711-. II-

Source: SEWRPC.

per annum. This trend has increased in recent years to 2 1/2 percent per annum. The more recent trend
was finally used for the final forecasts although sensitivity runs were performed at 2 percent and 3 percent
per annum. The higher trend of 2 1/2 percent per annum was used for the forecasts because it was con
sidered to be more typical of future trends.

Since the model results are forecasts, only time will indicate their accuracy. It is of interest to observe,
however, that a comparison of model forecasts with recent 1965 employment figures indicates that, in the
short run at least, model performance is more than satisfactory. These results have occurred in spite of
an earlier opinion that model forecast results might be "high." A discussion of the application of the model
forecasts in the planning process in southeastern Wisconsin is contained in SEWRPC Planning Report No.7,
Volume 2, Forecasts and Alternative· Plans, 1966.
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Appendix I
MATHEMATICAL MODELS: DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION

The purpose of this appendix is to provide some qualitative insight into the nature of mathematical models.
Models are representations of the real world that are used to explain or modify some aspect of it. Origi
nally, models were confined to physical representations of structures. These physical models were related
in scale to the objects represented. The basic purpose of these physical models was that of dimensional
analysis. The dimensional relationships of a building or bridge could be analyzed using the model since
there was a geometric similarity between the model and the real object.

At first, the dimensions of physical models were restricted to static characteristics, such as height, width,
length, and weight. Later, the dynamic dimension of time was added; and aircraft and ship models were
used which not only "looked like" their real world counterparts but "acted like" them over a period of
time. The dynamic characteristics of ships and aircraft could be determined in model water basins and
wind tunnels just as the static dimensional characteristics of bridges and buildings had been.

Architects and engineers using these physical models as aids in design understood their limitations. They
realized that they were only approximations of the real object in question. Certain detailed characteristics
of the object were not well represented in the model. The key question, however, related to the degree
of accuracy of the approximation. If the representation was accurate enough for the relationship being
studied, it was useful in description or design.

A mathematical model is like a physical model in that it is a representation of the real world. Instead of
physical dimensions, however, the similarity is expressed in mathematical symbols. Physical dimensions
of the modeled object are represented as algebraic variables in a mathematical relationship, such as an
equality. A sample example would be the weight of a cube which would be represented by the third power
of its side dimension multiplied by the density of the material involved. This mathematical model resem
bles the real object in the sense that it embodies the same relationships between weight, side dimension,
and density as the real object.

A mathematical model becomes dynamic when time is included as one of the variables. A very simple
model is one that expresses the velocity of a falling body accelerated by gravity as a function of time.
A slightly more complex model relates the vertical motion of an oscillating weight on a spring. Dynamic
models differ from static models in the interaction of other variables with the variable of time.

Because of the logical relationship between mathematics and language, a mathematical relationship is
equivalent to a sentence in language. The cube and vehicular velocity models discussed above could be
expressed in words, as well as mathematical symbols, as in fact was actually done in the previous para
graphs. A language, such as English, does not provide an ideal vehicle for models because of the multiple
meanings of words and the difficulty in manipulating verbal statements. Mathematics allows for more pre
cise definition of variables and facilitates the manipulation of complex relationships.

The language analogy does assist, however, in clarifying the function of a mathematical model as a state
ment of an outcome. The cubic weight model states that the outcome of a given side dimension and material
density will be a given weight of the cube. The dynamic model of a falling body states the velocity "out
come" of a falling body after a given period of time.

Most models are statements of the value, outcome, or output of one dependent variable depending on the
values of other independent variables. A special class of models, important in planning, are optimal-value
or normative models which are capable of determining the values of the variables that result in an optimal
outcome. The Land Use Plan Design Model is an example of such a model. This design model optimizes
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the cost variable by determining the land use plan that minimizes development costs while complying with
land use demands and design standards.

The second land use model, the Land Use Simulation Model, is not an optimal-value model. It is only an
outcome-producing model which includes the variable of time. Such models are generally designated as
simulation models because they simulate the dynamic sequence of some process. Strictly speaking, simu
lation models would not need to include the variable of time; and in this sense all models, other than
optimal-value models, are simulation models. A simulation model that includes the time variable is more
strictly a dynamic simulation model.

It is important to realize that the concept of a model is not really new. As has been previously pointed out,
physical models have always been used by architects and engineers. And if language is a model, all human
beings are model-builders from their earliest years. Since a model, broadly speaking, is a representation
of reality, then all thought is a model since it is a representation of reality.

It is also necessary, however, to understand what is new. Optimal-value models, while not strictly new
since the calculus was used to determine maxima and minima, have reached a high state of development in
the last two decades. Mathematical programming in all of its forms-linear, nonlinear and dynamic-has
made the application of optimal-value models a practical reality. Prior to the development of the Simplex
Algorithm by Dantzig after World War IT, linear programming in most of its current applications was not
practical. A model, such as the Land Use Plan Design Model, even with the largest and fastest digital
computer, could have never been developed without the techniques of linear and dynamic programming.

Since the objective of science is to describe nature, optimal-value models have little use in this area
(unless nature is believed, as in some economic theories, to act in an optimal manner). In the applied
fields of business management, architectural and engineering design, and urban planning, however, opti
mal-value models are at the core of the task to be accomplished, which is to shape nature to the purposes
of man.

Dynamic simulation models, in a generic sense, are less new than optimal-value models since anyequa
tion that includes the variable of time is, in a sense, a dynamic simulation model. What is new is the
practical reality of large-scale simulation models. Prior to the advent of .the digital computer, large
scale simulation models could be formulated but not economically solved. One solution of the model could
consume many man-years of human effort. With an electronic digital computer, however, large-scale
simulation models of the type represented by the Land Use Simulation Model may be computed in a reason
able time and, therefore, become practical tools for planning applications.
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Appendix II
THE REGIONAL ECONOMIC MODEL

I, 10ATAI 8) ,RFG I, IOATAI151,SIC I,

I, [DATAl 9) ,C INV I, IDATAI161,FNCI I,

I, (OATA( 10) ,PRAW I, (DATAC11J,S),

I, 10ATAllll,PRAS I, [ OAT A118 I ,C II 11 I

DEFINE DISK 110,9000)

DIMENSION DATA(267), Cl(SO), F(SO), FCISO). DHTBISO), CI16(50)>

DIMENSION PURI411, CPUR(4l), WAGEC4U, TAX(411. SAL(41J

DIMENSION PRHV(SO), PR5V(SO)

COMMON DATA, I
EQU[VALENCE

IDATAI U,P

IDATAI 21,e

{DATAl 31,W

$ (DATAl 41,S4

EQU[VALENCE

$ (DATAl 51,T ), (OATAI12),TR )t WATA(67),Fllll,

$ (DATAl 6),EH ), COATAI13),FLAMOA), CDATAlll7),FCCl),

$ IDATAl 7l,ES " (OATA(14),SALS60), (OHlB( 1),CIl 1),

$ (CITBI II,FII», IOATAI167l,PRHVCl», WATAIZ17),PRSVIll)

READ 103, END, OT, PERIOD, FNIND, TIME

NIND=FNINO

1DT= I END-TI ME) I 01+ 1. 0

OUT [ME=O.O

I NDWS=N INO+2

DO 9999 100=I,10T

T I ME=T IME+DT

10C=0.0

TOEH=O.O

10E5=0.0

TQP=U-.-O

TOSA=O.O

TOS=O. a
TOT=O.O

TDW=O.O

10$i\l=0.0

TOPN=O.O

TOCN=O.O

TOEHN=O. a
TOESN=O.O

TOWN=O.O

TOSAN=O.O

TOTN=O.O

IF(SENSE SWITCH 2) 401, 408

401 CaNT I NUE

PUNCH 100, TIME

PUNCH 104

408 CONTINUE

[=1

IOK=1

10 FETCH IIOK) DATA

IF( INDWS-I) 16,11, 11

11 IDK=I*40+1

FIND I[OKI

IFISEN5E SWITCH 2)13,20

13 PUNCH 101, I, 51C, 5, P, C, E.H,- ES., W, SA, T

20 CONTINUE

201 PURII)=P

202 CPURI II=C

203 WAGE ( I) =W

204 SAl( I 1=5A

205 TAXlll=T

200 IF«40-I).'I-9»15,15,14

14 T05=TOS+S

206 TOP=TOP+P

201 TOC=TOC+C

208 TOT=TOT+T

209 TOW=TOW+W

210 TOSA=TOSA+SA -_lO"

211 TOEH=TOEH+~

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

212 TDES=TDES+ES

15 CONTI NUE

I F I (9- I ) • ( 1-4) ) 8,1,1

TOSN=T05N+5

TUl'N"TOl'N+1'

TOCN=TOCN+C

TOTN=TOTN+T

TOEHN=TOEHN+EH

TOESN=TOESN+ES

TOWN=TOWN+W

TOSAN=TOSAN+SA

8 CONTINUE

1=1+1

GOTO 10

16 IFlTOEHN) 161, 161, 162

161 HPN=O.

SPN=O.

SP=O.

HP",O.

GO TO 16'3

162 HPN=TOSNITOEHN

SPN=O

HP=TDS/TOEH

SP=O

163 PRINT 105, TIME,TOSN,TOEHN,TOESN,HPN,SPN,T05,TOEH,TOES,HP,SP

IF[SENSE SWITCH 21 180181

18 PUNCH 101, 1, SIC, TOS, TOP, TOC, rOEH, TOES, TOW, TOSA, TOT

PUNCH 101,1, SI C, TOSN, TOPN, TOCN, TOEHN, TOESN, TOWN, TOSAN, TOTN

181 CONTINUE

IF(SEN$E SWITCH 31406,405

406 CALL LINK I LAMDA I

405 CONTINUE

THE INDUSTRY MODEL

OEFINITIONS

C CAPITAL INVESTMENT

CI ----- CUSTOMER INDUSTRY VECTOR

C[NV --- CAPITAL [NVESTMENT PER SALES DOLLAR

elTB CAPITAL INVESTMENT TABLE

OATA --- VECTOR CONTAINING ALL INDUSTRY DATA

EH ----- EMPLOYMENT HOURLY

ES ----- EMPLOYMENT SALARIED

DMTB PURCHASE DEMANO TABLE

F ------ SHARE OF CUSTOMER INOUSTRY RAW MATERIAL PURCHASE VECTOR

FC ~---- SHARE OF CUSTOMER INDUSTRY CAPITAL EXPENDITURE VECTOR

FNCI --- NUMBER OF CUSTOMER INDUSTRIES FLOAT[NG

nro ---- moUSTRr TN 1'KUC'ESS

NCI ---- NUMBER OF CUSTOMER INDUSTRIES FIXED

NINO --- NUMBER OF INOUSTRIES

P ------ RAW MATERIAL PURCHASE

PRAS --- SALARIED PRODUCTIVITY TIMES AVERAGE SALARY

PRAW --- HOURLY PROOUCTIVITY TIMES AVERAGE WAGE

PRH PRODUCTIVITY HOURLY

PRS ---- PRODUCTIVITY SALARIED

RFG ---- FRACTION OF GOODS PURCHASED

S ------ SALES

SA ----- SALARIES

SIC ---- STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

T ------ TAXES

TR ----- TAX RATf::

W ------ WAGES

PROCESS EACH INDUSTRY

00 9 INO:o:l,NINO

PUN1=0.0

IFISENSE SWITCH 11 402,403
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402 TYPE 101, INO

PAUSE

IFCSENSE SWITCH 2) 404,403

404 PUNl=l.

403 CONTI NUE

READ INDUSTRY DATA

IOKa( IND-1l*40+1

FETCHIIDKID,ATA

C INDUSTRIES 1, 2, AND 3 WILL REPRESENT FOREIGN PURCHASES, NATIONAL

C CONSUMER PURCHASES AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PURCHASES

IFtIND-3) 99,99,21

21 CONTI NUE

COMPUTE SALES

NCI'FNCI

S'D.O

DO 2 I=Ir1NDWS

IF(CI (I) )2,2,6

FETCH CUSTOMER INDUSTRY RAW MATERIAL PURCHASES AND CAPITAL

INVESTMENTS

5 -p-RjS.~:rIPUR-I-11-.-rt11+"CPt1Rt--r1--FFti1/llfrt-AlIDtf

IF(PUNll 401,401,400

400 PUNCHI06, IND, I ,PRTSAL,PURII J ,F( I) ,CPUR( I) ,Fe (I)

401 S=S+PRTSAL

2 CONTINUE

COMPUTE RAW MATERIAL PURCHASE

P=RFG-S

COMPUTE WAGES

W:;PRAW-S

COMPUTE SALAR I ES

SA=PRAS*S

COMPUTE TAXES

T= (S-P-W-SA) *TR

IF(TJ303,304,304

303 T'O.O

304 CONTI NUE

COMPUTE CAPITAL INVESTMENT

C=CINV* S

IFIC)301,302,302

301 C'O.o

302 CONTI NUE

ADJUST TAXES FOR ATATE AND LOCAL GOVERMENT ONLY

T=T/I0.

COMPUTE HOURLY PERSONNEL

PRH=T ABLIN (T IME+l.O, PRHV I

EH:;S/IPRH *DT)

CDMPUTE SALARIED PERSDNNEL

ES'O

THIS INDUSTRY IS PROCESSED RETURN DATA VECTOR TO THE DISK

90 CONTINUE

IOK=( INo-l)*40+1

RECORDIIDK)DATA

9 CONTINUE

GO TO 31

-C CUMPUTF 'l'VRCffASES Jrnl). c-AP1TA[ INVESTMENT FOR FORETliW, l'iATroN1Q

C CONSUMER AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PURCHASES

99 CONTINUE

P=T ABLI NCT I ME, DMTB J

P=P*DT

GO TO 90

MAT CPT PUR,

TAX//l

6H TIME ,F6.2J

TWS=O.O

DO 3 I=10,INDWS

TWS=TWS+WAGE( I )+SALl I)

3 CONTINUE

COMPUTE CONSUMER PURCHASES

P=RFG*TWS

COMPUTE CONSUMER INVESTMENT

C=CINV*rWS

COMPUTE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEE WAGES

W=PRAW*TWS

COMPUTE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEE SALARIES

SA=PRAS*TWS

COMPUTE TAXES

T=TR*TWS

COMPUTE HOURLY PERSONNEL

EH::Q

COMPUTE SALARIED PERSONNEL

ES=O

RETURN DATA VECTOR TO DISK

IOK=NIND*40+1

RECORDIIDKIDATA

THE GOVERNMENT MODEL

TT ----- TOTAL TAXES

INOT --- THE NUMBER OF INDUSTRIES THAT PAY TAXES

EQUIVALENCE (DATA( 17) ,TTJ

READ GOVERNMENT OAT A

I DK= (NI ND+2-1) *40+ 1

FETCH! IDK IDATA

COMPUTE TOTAL TAXES

INOT"'NIND+1

TT'O.O

DO 4 1=10,INOT

TT=TT+TAXIIJ

4 CONTINUE

COMPUTE NON CAPITAL PURCHASES

P=RFG*TT

COMPUTE' CAPITAL INVESTMENT

C=CINV*TT

COMPUTE SALARIES

SA=PRAS_TT

COMPUTE SALAR I ED EMPLOYMENT

ES=TT 1 (49000.*DT)

RETURN DATA TO DISK

IDK= (NINO+l)*40+1

RECDRD! 10K I DATA

CALL EXIT

106 FORMATtlH9,2I3, 2F17.0, FIO.5, F17.0, FIO.51

105 FORMATII13, 5F15.0/3X,5F15.01

104 FORMAT(4H IND, 12X, 3HSICI 5X,25HSALES RAW

$ SOH HOUR EMP SAL EMP WAGE SALARY

100 FORMATIlHI. III 25H REGIDNAL ECONOMIC MODEL II

101 FORMAT( 14, 5X, FIO.OI 8EIO.4)

102 FORMAT(lH , FIO.O, 4(lX,EIO.4)1 4(2X,EIO.4),14)

103 FORMATI5F13.01

END

C OUTPUT PROCEDURE

C DT ----- TIME INCREMENT

C END ---- LENGTH OF RUN

C OUTIME - NEXT OUTPUT PERIOD

C TIME T-IME

C TOC TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT

C TOEH TOTAL HOURLY EMPLOYMENT

C TOES TOTAL SALARIED EMPLOYMENT

C TDP TOTAL PURCHASES,

C TOSA TOTAL SALAR I ES

C TOS TOTAL SALES

C TDT TOTAL TAXES

C TOW TOTAL WAGES

9999 CONTINUETHE HOUSEHOLD MODEL

o ------ DUMMY VARIABLE

TWS ---- TDTAL WAGES AND SALARIES

INDWS -- NUMBER DF INDUSTRIES THAT PAY WAGES A~D SALARIES

E:QUIVALENCE lDATA(17),TWSI

FETCH HDUSEHDLD DATA

31 CONTINUE

I DK= (NIND+1-l) *40+ 1

FETCH(IDKJDATA

COMPUTE TOTAL WAGES AND SALARIES

C.

C

C

C

C
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Program 1

7
~

c= I

Appendix III
DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM EQUATIONS

Regional Industry Employment Summation

[
12 112 J~ MEc,m,y ~ MAc,m,y

m= I m= 1

ARE y - Annual average regional employment

c - County

m - Month

MEc,m - Monthly employment for the industry

Month availability figure-this figure equals one if "ME "is available and equalsc,m
zero if "MEc,m" is not reported.

Annual county employment is the average of the monthly county employment reported. Annual regional
employment is the sum of the seven annual county employment totals. The program was used to compute
regional hourly personnel and regional total personnel.

Program 2

63
CEF = ~

y=~6

Company Expansion Factors

[ml~2ICTPY,m/m';,MAY,m)IARTPyJ

(63-~6 )

CEF - Company expansion factor

y - Year (from 19~6 to 1963)

m - Month (I to 12)

CTPy,m - Company total personnel for month "m" and year "y"

MAy,m - Month availability figure-this figure is one if CTPy,m is available and zero jf it is
unavailable

ARTP -Annual regional total personnel (this industry) for year "y ~I This variable was computed in Pro
gram 1.

(

12 112 j
~ CTPy,m ~MAy,m

m= I m= 1

- Annual company (average over the reporied months) total personnel

A company expansion factor was calculated for all companies having the required data. The total personnel
figure explained above was saved along with the company expansion factor for use by succeeding programs.

(

12 I 12 ~~ CTPy,m ~ MAy,m
That part of the program m= I m= 1 which was used to compute company annual total per-
sonnel was pressed into service converting other monthly data annual averages. The use of such data will
be explained with the pertinent programs.
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Program 3 Regional Industry Sales
NCR / NCR

= ~ CRSC,y ~ CEF c
c=1 c=1

CRSy,c = (CTSy,c)(AWCPy,c)

AWCPy,c= AWCy,C/ ATCy,c

- Industry regional sales in year "y"

c

NCR

- Year

- Company

- The number of companies reporting the required data

_ Apportionment data - company "c" cost of manufacturing in Wisconsin (actually in
the Region because only regional companies were used) in year "y"

AC'Ty,c - Total cost of manufacturing during year "y" for company "c"

AWCPy,c- Percent cost of manufacturing in the Region - company "c" year "y"

CTSy , c - Company "c" total sal es year "y"

CEF c - Company "c" expansion factor

Sometimes AWC Py, c was reported directly; sometimes the basic variables AWC y, c and ATC y, c were reported,
and on occasion the input was mixed. Industry regional employment is the expanded sum of company
regional employment.

Program 4

IRMP y =

RFG =

IRFG =

CRFG y =

DRPc,y =

Raw Material Fraction and Purchases

NCR / NCR
~ (DRPc,y)(AWCPc,y) ~ CEF c

c=1 c=1

63 / 63
~. I RFG y ~ Ay

y=~6 y=~6

NCR / NCR
~ DRPc,y ~ CTSc,y

c=1 c=1

DRPc,y / CTSc,y

RPc,y - RDC,y

IRMP y - Industry regional raw material purchase in year "y"

RFG - Industry time average raw material fraction

IRFGy - Industry raw material fraction year "y"

CRFG y - Company raw material fraction year "y"

DRPC,y - Discounted raw material purchase company "c" year "y"

RPc,y - Company "c" total raw material purchase year "y"

RDc,y - Company "c" raw material purchase discount year "y"

CTSc,y - Company "c" total sales year "y"

IRFG y availability vector - one if IRFGy is available and zero if it is
unavailable

AWCPc,y- Company "c" Wisconsin manufacturing cost percentage year "y"

NCR - Number of companies reporting required data

CEF c - Company "c" expansion factor
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Industry raw material purchases are the expanded sum of company regional raw material purchases.
Industry raw material fraction is a weighted average of company raw material purchase. Average industry
raw material fraction • RFG· is the time average of available industry raw material fractions.

Program 5 Plant and Equipment

RPEVc,y

AWPPCC,y

NCR / NCR
= ~ RPEVC,y ~ CEF c

c=1 c=1

= (PEVc,y)(AWPPCc,y)

= AWPC,y / ATPc,y

RIPE y - Regional industry plant and equipment year "y"

CEF c - Company "c" expansion factor

RPEVc,y - Company "c· regional plant and equipment year "y"

AWPPCC,y - Company "c" percent of total tangible property located in Wisconsin
during year "y.

PEVC,y - Company "c· total plant and equipment in year "y"

AWPc,y - Company "c· apportionment data, tangible property in Wisconsin in year "y"

ATPc,y - Company "c· apportionment data, total tangible property in year .y"

Industry regional plant and equipment is the expanded sum of regional company plant and equipment.
Regional company plant and equipment (in the case of a company owning property outside Wisconsin) is
a reduction of total company plant and equipment everywhere. Apportionment data was used to accomplish
this reduction.

Some companies reported AWPPCdirectly; some companies reported AWP and ATP from which AWPPC could be
computed, and some companies switched back and forth from year to year.

Program 6

HWCc,y

HLPMc,y

HWCl y
HWC c , y

HLPMC,y

HPc, y

HLPc,m,y

Ac,m,y

NCR

Hourly Personnel and Average Monthly Wage

NCR / NCR
= ~ HLPMC,y· ~ HPC,y

c=1 c=1

= HLPMc,yI HPc,y

=[ I; HLPc,m,y/ I; Ac,m,y] (5,22)
m= I m= I

- Industry average hourly personnel monthly wage in year "y"

Company "c" average hourly personnel monthly wage in year "y"

Company i'C" hourly personnel average monthly payroll in year "y"

- Company "c" annual (average over the reported months) hourly personnel

- Company ·c" hourly personnel payroll for one week in month "m" and year "y"

- HLP c m y availability figure - one if HLPc,m,y is available and zero if it
is not'

- Number of companies reporting the required data

Industry average annual wage is the weighted average of company annual average wage. The company aver
age wage was computed from company hourly payroll and hourly personnel. Company annual hourly per
sonnel was converted from monthly reports by Program 2.
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Program 7

SWC y ,c

TPA y , c

Average Monthly Salary

NCR / NCR
= ~ (TPAy,c - HLPMy,c) ~ SPc,y

c=1 c=1

= (TPAy,c - HLPMc,y) /SPC,y

= [ ~ TPATC,y,q + TPAUC,y,q] / ; Ac,y,q
q=1 q=1

SWCl y - Industry average monthly salary for year "yO

SWCy,c - Company "CO average monthly salary for year "yO

TPAy,c - Average total monthly payroll company "CO year "yO

SPc,y - Company "CO salaried personnel in year "yO

HLPMc,y - Coml!any "CO hourly personnel monthly payroll for year "yO

TPATc,y,q - Company "CO total taxable payroll for quarter "q" and year "yO

TPAUC,y,q - Company "CO total untaxable payroll for quarter "q" and year "yO

TPC,y - Company "CO annual (average of reported months) total personnel for year "yO

HPC,y - Company "CO annual (average of reported months) hourly personnel for year "yO

NCR - Number of companies reporting the required data

- TPAUc,y,q+ TPATc,y,q availability figure - one if both TPAUc,y,qand
TPATc,y,q are available and zero if they are not

Industry average monthly salary is the weighted average of company monthly salary. Company average
monthly salary is computed from the difference between total payroll and hourly payroll and the difference
between total personnel and hourly personnel.

TP c, y and HP c, y were computed in Program 2. HLPMc , y is from Program 6.

Program 8 Capital Expenditures

RMSWl y
NCR / NCR

= ~ RMSWc,y ~ CEF c
c=1 c=1

RM!WC,y = RMSc,y if AWCP indicates that the firm is located completely in Wisconsin

RMSWc,y = PEVC,y - PEVc,y_1 + DEUc,y - PALC,y + PALc,y_1

If AWCP indicates that this is a Wisconsin firm and RMS is missing.
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RMSWl y
RMSWc,y

RMSc,y

PEVc,y

DETc,y

PALc,y

DEUc,y

CEFc,y

AWCPC,y
NCR

- Regional industry capital expenditure in year "yO

- Company "CO apportionment data capital expenditure for year "yO

- Company "e" total cap i tal expenditures

- Company "ell plant and equipment year "y"

- Company "e" straight line depreciation in year "y"

Comp any "CO accumulated depreciation in year "y"

- Company "e" accelerated depreciation in year "y"

- Comp any "e" expansion factor

- Company "CO percent cost of manufacturing in Wisconsin

- Number of companies reporting the required data



Industry regional capital expenditures are the expanded sum of company regional capital expenditures.
Company regional capital expenditures, RMSW , were set equal to total company capital expenditures, RMS , if
it was a Wisconsin firm and RMS was reported. If RMS was not reported, RMSW was computed from plant
and equipment, depreciation, and accumulated depreciation.

Program 9

HPI

SPI

HPe,y

SPe,y
CEF e
NCR

Industry Hourly and Salaried Employment

NCR / NCR
= ~/HPC,y ~ CEF c

e= I e= I

NCR / NCR
= ~ 8P C ,y ~ CEF c

e=1 e=1

- lridllstry hourly personnel year "y"

- I ndustry sal ar i ed personnel year "y"

- Company "e" hourly personnel year "y"

- Company "e" sal ar i ed personnel year "y"

- Company "e" expansion factor

- Number of companies reporting the required data

This program was added as an afterthought to fill in missing years in the total regional industry hourly and
sala:ded employment data which is entered through Program 1. The industry regional employment esti
mates are expanded sums of company regional employment variables

Program 10 Industry Summary

No equations are needed to explain this program since it is only a summary of the output variables des
cribed in previous programs.
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Appendix IV
REGIONAL MULTIPLIER

The Regional Economic Simulation Model requires a detailed set of input-output parameters for system
operation. The details of this input-output matrix must be consistent with the parameters in the model
equations. Many economic analyses, however, do not require such detail; and for many, a useful measure
is provided by the :r:egional multiplier, which relates changes in total regional income to changes in export
(or in the short run regional investment) income.

Tota I income increase = Export income increase x reg i ona I mu I tip Ii er

y = (x) (r)

The multiplier, r, may be defined by two alternative formulations; one in terms of the outputs of the
Region and the other in terms of the inputs. The output formulation relates local production of goods and
services for export to that for local consumption.

Regional multiplier = r = t/export income/total income

r = II (I-non-export i ncomeltota I income)

r = Ilexport outputltotal output

r = I/export employmentltotal employment

The alternative input formulation of the regional multiplier depends upon the propensity to spend locally on
goods and services and the proportion of this spending that remains within the regional economy.

Regional multiplier

where:

= r = II (I-propensity to spend locally x income created per dollar of
local consumption sales)

= r = I/I-ak)

a - income created per dollar of local consumption sales

k - propensity to consume locally

Each of these formulations are, of course, different ways of stating the same relationship with the first
emphasizing output (or sales) and the second, input (or purchases). Only the first of these relationships
will be used to determine a multiplier here.

A regional multiplier determined from a summation of the outputs (based on employment in 1962 and
the proportion of sales of each industry in the Region) is described in Table AI. From this calculation
a regional multiplier of 2.44 is indicated.
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Table A-I
REG ION AL MU LTIP LIE R = ( r )

Industry SIC
Employment (1962)

Se c to r I------N--b--·--~------a'--'-----'-----T-o-t-a-l--l
on aSlc Basi~

8,760( 60.0%)

688(100.0%)

2q,822( 100.0%)

6,730( 30.6%)

278( 2.0%)

2,718( 33.3%)

q,qqO( 26.9%)

531( 10.0%)

2,250( 10.9%)

1,12q( 6.0%)

357( 3.0%)

70( 0.7%)

270( 2.0%)

236( q.O%)

865( 5;.0%)

5,8qO( qO.O%)

17,088( 78.Q%)

2,972( 98.0%)

2,725( 98.0%)

15,270( 69.q%)

13,622( 98.0%)

5,q36( 67;7%)

12,Oq5( 73.1%)

Q,779( 90.0%)

18,QQ9( 89.1%)

17,610( 9Q.0%)

11,553( 97.0%)

IO,366( 99.3%)

13,265( 98.0%)

5,657( 96.0%)

16,Q36( 95.0%)

21,798

3,032

2,781

111,600

688

2q,822

22,000

13,900

8, 15Q

16,q85

5,310

20,699

18,73Q

I 1,910

IO,Q36

13,535

5,893

17,301

13,269

32,626

3,698

6,901

2Q,033

6,531

5,769

125,585

21, 183

5,667

67,318

57,688

96.0%)

98.0%)

95.0%)

98.0%)

19.0%)

Q2.0%)

10.0%)

2.0%)

20.0%)

.2.0% )

Q.O%)

22.0%)

12,738(

31,9H(

3,513(

6,763(

Q,566(

2,731 (

577(

2,510(

Q,237(

II Q(

2,693(

Q3,838(

21.6% )

2.0% )

2.0%)

LI. 0%)

2.0%)

5.0%)

2.0%)

81.0%)

58.0%)

90.0%)

98.0%)

80.0%)

98.0%)

96.0%)

78.0%)

q,710(

60(

56(

531 (

652(

185 (

138(

19,q67(

3,800 (

5,192(

123,075(

16,9q6(

5,553(

6q,625(

13,850(

16

17

18

I

2

3

q

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

Iq

15

19

20

21

22

23

2q

25

26

27

28

29

30

355,6,7,8,9

A

B

C

20

22,23,31

2q,25,26

27

28,29,30

32,33

3q

351

352

353

35q

361,362

36q,369

363

365,366,367

37

38

39,19,21

qO,q7

q8

q9

50 to 59

60-67 not, 65

65

70-89 not, 80

80

Agr i cu1 ture .,

Mining.

Construction,

Food.

leather, Apparel, Text i 1es.

Paper, lumber, Furn i ture.

Printing and Pub! ishing

Chemicals, Petroleum, and Rubber.

Pr imary Metal and Gl ass

Fabricated Metals

Machinery, Engines and Turbines

Machinery, Farm

Machinery, Construction and Mining.

Machinery, Metalworking

Machinery, Special.

Electrical Machinery, Transmission,
Distribution and Industrial

E1 e c t r i cal Mach i ne r y, Me d i c a 1.

Electrical Machinery, Household Appl iances.

Electrical Machinery, Communications
and Components.

Transportation Equipment.

Instruments

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

Transportation.

Communication

Util ities

Trade

Banking and Insurance

Real Estate

Services,

Medical Services.

Subtotal 312,979 289,367 602,3Q6

Government

Tota 1=

31 50,566( 95.0%)

363,5Q5

2,661( 5.0%)

292,028 "

53,227

655,573

r = I/Basic Employment ITotal Employment) = 2.25

aEmployment associated with goods or services produced within the Region and marketed outside.

Basic Employment

Nonbasic Employment

292,028 Q5%

363,5Q5 55%

Source: SEWRPC. Total Employment 655,573 100%



Appendix V
INTERNAL RESOURCE DATA SUMMARY

Parameter Model
999100466 Value Number SIC Industries

**XEQSDATAL 4

0.5186 DATA( 8) 4 RFG * 991 NI AGRIC.
• 03 DATA( 9) 4 CINV * 991 NI AGRIC

.08 DATA(10) 4 PRAW * 991 NI AGRIC

.35 DATA ( 11) 4 PRAS * 991 NI AGRIC

.25 DATA(12) 4 TR * 991 NI AGRIC

2000. OATA(13) 4 PRH * 991 NI AGRIC

100. DATA(14) 4 PRS * 991 NI AGRIC

991. DATA(15) 4 SIC 991 HI AGRIC

9. DATA(16) 4 FNCI 991 NI AGRIC

0.53 DATA( 8) 5 RFG * 992 NI MINING

0.007 DATA( 9) 5 CINV * 992 NI MINING

0.1686 DATA(10) 5 PRAW * 992 NI MINING

0.0421 DATA( lU 5 PRAS * 992 NI MINING

0.52 DATA(1Z) 5 TR 992 NI MINING

2816.0 DATA(13) 5 PRH * 992 NI MINING

18300.0 DATA(14) 5 PRS * 992 NI MINING

99Z. DATA(15) 5 SIC 992 NI MINING

9. DATA(16) 5 FNCI 992 NI MINING

0.5145 DATA( 8) 6 RFG * 993 NI CaNST

0.016 DATA( 9) 6 CINV * 993 NI CaNST

0.311 DATA(10) 6 PRAW * 993 NI CaNST

0.0528 DATA(ll) 6 PRAS * 993 NI CaNST

0.52 DATA( 12) 6 TR 993 NI CaNST

1660.0 DATA( 13) 6 PRH * 993 NI CONST

Z1000.0 DATA(14) 6 PRS * 993 NI CaNST

993. DATA(15) 6 SIC 993 NI CaNST

9. DATA(16) 6 FNCI 993 NI CaNST

0.61631 DATA( 8) 1 RFG 994 NI MFG

.016 DATA( 9) 7 CINV * 994 NI MFG

.088 DATA(10) 1 PRAW * 994 NI MFG

.044 DATA ( lU 7 PRAS * 994 NI MFG

.52 DATACIZ) 1 TR 994 NI MFG

5080. DATAC 13) 7 PRH * 994 NI MFG

12000. DATACI4) 1 PRS * 994 NI MFG

994. DATA(15) 7 SIC 994 NI MFG
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9. DATAlI6) 7 FNCI 994 NI MFG

0.49 DATAl 8) 8 RFG 995 NI EL UTl

0.163 DATAl 9) 8 CINV It 995 NI EL UTL

0.215 DATAl10~ 8 PRAW It 995 NI EL UTL

0.133 DATA(11) 8 PRAS It 995 NI EL UTL

0.52 DATAlI2) 8 TR It 995 NI EL UTL

1940.0 DATA(13) 8 PRH It 995 NI El UTL

103000. DATAlI4) 8 PRS It 995 NI EL UTl

995. DATA(15) 8 SIC 995 NI EL UTl

9. DATA(16) 8 FNCI 995 NI EL UTl

0.5183 DATA( 8) 9 RFG It 996 NI OTHER

0.025 DATAl 9) 9 CINV It 996 Nt OTHER

0.138 DATAlI0) 9 PRAW It 996 NI OTHER

0.149 DATA (11) 9 PRAS It 996 Nt OTHER

0.52 DATA(12) 9 TR 996 NI OTHER

3040. DATA(13) 9 PRH It 996 Nt OTHER

3240. DATAlI4) 9 PRS It 996 NI OTHER

996. DATA(15) 9 SIC 996 NI OTHER

9. DATA(16) 9 FNCI 996 NI OTHER

0.66 DATA( 8) 10 RFG * 01 A

0.03 DATAl 9) 10 CINV • 01 A

0.08 DATA(10) 10 PRAW * 01 A

0.35 DATAl 11) 10 PRAS * 01 A

0.25 DATA(12) 10 TR It 01 A

2000.0 DATA(13) 10 PRH * 01 A

100.0 DATA(14) 10 PRS It 01 A

10.0 DATA(l5) 10 SIC 01 A

19. DATA(16) 10 FNCI 01 A

0.43 DATAl 8) 11 RFG 02 B

0.001 DATA( 9) 11 CINV 02 B

0.1686 DATA(IO) 11 PRAW 02 B

0.0421 DA TA (11) 11 PRAS It 02 B

0.52 DATA(12) 11 TR 02 B

2816. DATA(13) 11 PRH 02 B

18300. DATA(14) 11 PRS 02 B

1014. DATA(15) 11 SIC 02 B

36. DATA(16) 11 FNCI 02 B

0.5145 DATA( 8) 12 RFG 03 C

0.016 DATA( 9) 12 CINV 03 C

0.311 DATA(10) 12 PRAW 03 C

0.0528 DATA(l!) 12 PRAS 03 C

0.52 DATA(12) 12 TR 03 C
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0.0356 DATAII0) 17 PRAW 08 28, 29, + 30

0.0765 DATA1l1) 17 PRAS 08 28, 29, + 30

0.52 OATA(12) 17 TR 08 28, 29, + 30

9890. DATAI131 17 PRH 08 28, 29, + 30

7770. OATA(14) 17 PRS 08 28, 29, + 30

282930. OAT A( 15) 17 SIC 08 28, 29, + 30

38. DATA(16) 17 FNCI 08 28, 29, + 30

0.55 DATAl 8) 18 RFG 09 32 + 33

0.0405 DATA( 9) 18 CINV 09 32 + 33

0.21 DATAII0) 18 PRA~ 09 32 + 33

0.0873 DATA ( lU 18 PRAS 09 32 + 33

0.52 DATA(12) 18 TR 09 32 + 33

2180. DATAll3) 18 PRH 09 32 + 33

5800. DATA(14) 18 PRS 09 32 + 33

3233. DATA(15) 18 SIC 09 32 + 33

37. DATA(16) 18 FNCI 09 32 + 33

0.63 DATA( 8 ) 19 RFG 10 34

0.0262 DATAl 9) 19 CINV 10 34

0.154 OATAII0) 19 PRAW 10 34

0.0736 OATAIIU 19 PRAS 10 34

0.52 OATA(12) 19 TR 10 34

2510. DATA(13) 19 PRH 10 34

6060. DATAll4) 19 PRS 10 34

34. DATA(15) 19 SIC 10 34

37. DATA(16) 19 FNCI 10 34

0.58 DATA( 8) 20 RFG 11 351

0.0357 DATAl 9) 20 CINV 11 351

0.194 DATA(10) 20 PRAW 11 351

0.078 DATAl 11 ) 20 PRAS 11 351

0.52 DATA(12) 20 TR 11 351

2170. DATA(13) 20 PRH 11 351

7440. DATA(14) 20 PRS 11 351

351. DATA(15) 20 SIC 11 351

29. DATA(16) 20 FNCI 11 351

0.64 DATAl 8 ) 21 RFG 12 352

0.0214 DATAl 9) 21 CINV ••** 12 352

0.128 DATAIIO) 21 PRAW 12 352

0.0963 DATAl 11) 21 PRAS 12 352

0.52 DATA(12) 21 TR 12 352

3262. DATA(13) 21 PRH 12 352

9350. DATA(14) 21 PRS 12 352

352. DATA(15) 21 SIC 12 352
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28. DATA(16) 21 FNC I 12 352

0.59 DATAl 8 ) 22 RFG 13 353

0.0183 DATAl 9) 22 CINV 13 353

0.216 DATAII0) 22 PRAW 13 353

0.161 DATAlll) 22 PRAS 13 353

0.52 DATA(12) 22 TR 13 353

2035. DATA(13) 22 PRH 13 353

3200. DATA( 14) 22 PRS 13 353.
353. DATA(15) 22 SIC 13 353

29. DATA(16) 22 FNCI 13 353

0.49 DATA( 8) 23 RFG 14 354

0.0302 DATAl 9) 23 CINV 14 354

0.26 DATA(10) 23 PRAW 14 354

0.1675 DATA( III 23 PRAS 14 354

0.52 DATA( 12) 23 TR 14 354

1865. DATA( 13) 23 PRH 14 354

3840. DATA(14) 23 PRS 14 354

354. DATA(15) 23 SIC 14 354

33. DATA(16) 23 FNCI 14 354

0.56 DATA( 8) 24 RFG 15 355 TO 359

0.0282 DATA( 9) 24 CINV 15 355 TO 359

0.163 DATA(10) 24 PRAW 15 355 TO 359

0.122 DATA( III 24 PRAS 15 355 TO 359

0.52 DATA(12) 24 TR '15 355 TO 359

2423. DATA(13) 24 PRH 15 355 TO 359

4360. DATA(14) 24 PRS 15 355 TO 359

3559. DATA(15) 24 SIC 15 355 TO 359

36. DATA(16) 24 FNCI 15 355 TO 359

0.5 DATAl 8 ) 25 RFG 16 361 +362

0.0208 DATAl 9) 25 CINV 16 361 +362

0.258 DATAII0) 25 PRAW 16 361 +362

0.1475 DATA (11) 25 PRAS 16 361 +362

0.52 DATA(12) 25 TR 16 361 +362

1665. DATA(13) 25 PRH 16 361 +362

3240. DATA(14) 25 PRS 16 361 +362

361362. DATA(15) 25 SIC 16 361 +362

33. DATA(16) 25 FNCI 16 361 +362

0.55 DATA( 8) 26 RFG * 17 364 + 369

0.0202 DATAl 9) 26 CINV * 17 364 + 369

0.2 DATA(101 26 PRAW it 17 364 + 369

0.23 DATAl III 26 PRAS it 17 364 + 369

0.52 DATAI12) 26 TR 17 364 + 369
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1800. DATAl131 26 PRH * 17 364 + 369

2000. DATAl141 26 PRS * 11 364 + 369

364369. DATAl IS) 26 SIC 17 364 + 369

38. DATA(16) 26 FNCI 11 364 + 369

0.67 DATAl 81 27 RFG 18 363

0.0175 DATAl 9) 27 CINV 18 36j

0.206 DATA(10) 27 PRAW 18 363

0.226 DATAl 11) 27 PRAS 18 363

0.52 DATAl12J 27 TR 18 363

1825. DATA( 131 27 PRH 18 363

1968. DATAl141 27 PRS 18 363

363. DATA(15) 27 SIC 18 363

24. DATA(16) 27 FNCI 18 363

0.5 DATAl 81 28 RFG 19 366 + 367

0.108 DATAl 9) 28 CINP 19 366 + 367

0.1492 DATA(10) 28 PRAW 19 366 + 361

0.0885 DATA(111 28 PRAS 19 366 + 361

0.52 DATA(12) 28 TR 19 366 + 367

2860. DATA(13) 28 PRH 19 366 + 367

5820. DATA(14) 28 PRS 19 366 + 167

366361. DATAl 15) 28 SIC 19 366 + :>61

34. DATA(161 28 FNCI 19 366 + 367

0.6 -DATA( 8) 29 RFG 20 37

0.0357 DATAl 9) 29 CINV * 20 37

0.12A DATA(10) 29 PRAW 20 37

0.032 DATA( 11) 29 PRAS It 20 37

0.52 DATA(12) 29 TR 20 37

3410. DATA(13) 29 PRH 20 37

8050. DATA(14) 29 PRS 20 37

37. DATAl IS) 29 SIC 20 37

37. DATA(16) 29 FNC I 20 37

0.3358 DATAl 8) 30 RFG 21 38

0.031 DATA( 91 3U CINV 21 38

0.157 DATA(10) 30 PRAW 21 38

0.128 DATA Ill) 30 PRAS 21 38

0.52 DATA(12) 30 TR 21 38

2460. DATAl 13 1 30 PRH 21 38

4950. DATA(14) 30 PRS 21 38

38. DATAl15J 30 SIC 21 38

34. DATA(16) 30 FNCI 21 38

0.6 DATAl 8) 31 RFG 22 39, 19, + 21

.05 DATAl 9) 31 CINV * 22 39, 19, + 21
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0.232 DATA(10) 31 PRAW 22 39, 19, + 21

0.06 DATA( Ii) 31 PRAS * 22 39, 19, + 21

0.52 DATA(12) 31 TR 22 39, 19, + 21

1273. DATA(13) 31 PRH 22 39, 19, .+ 21

15100. DATA(14) 31 PRS 22 39, 19, + 21

391921. DATA(lS) 31 SIC 22 39, 19, + 21

38. DATA(16) 31 FNCI 22 39, 19, + 21

0.4 DATA( 8) 32 RFG * 23 42

0.0435 DATA( 9) 32 CINV * 23 42

0.57 DATA(10) 32 PRAW 23 42

0.1 DATA(U) 32 PRAS * 23 42

0.52 DATA(12) 32 TR 23 42

900. DATA(13) 32 PRH 23 42

7800. DATA(14) 32 PRS * 23 42

391921. DATA(lS) 32 SIC 23 42

38. DATA'( 16) 32 FNCI 23 42

0.15 DATA( 8) 33 RFG * 24 48

0.34 DATA( 9) 33 CINV * 24 48

0.2 DATA(10) 33 PRAW * 24 48

0.03 DATA( Ii) 33 PRAS * 24 48

0.52 DATA(12) 33 TR 24 48

1900. DATA( 13) 33 PRH * 24 48

103000. DATA(14) 33 PRS * 24 48

48. DATA(15) 33 SIC 24 48

38. DATA(16) 33 FNCI 24 48

0.52 DATA( 8) 34 RFG 25 49

0.312 DATA( 9) 34 CINV 25 49

0.24 DATA(10) 34 PRAW 25 49

0.0285 DATA (Ii) 34 PRAS 25 49

0.52 DATA(12) 34 TR 25 49

1940. DATA ( 13) 34 PRH 25 49

103000. DATA( 14) 34 PRS 25 49

49. DATA( 15) 34 SIC 25 49

38. DATA(16) 34 FNCI 25 49

0.28 DATA( 8 ) 35 RFG 26 50 TO 59

0.0027 DATA( 9) 35 CINV 26 50 TO 59

0.0446 DATA(10) 35 PRAW 26 50 TO S9

0.01885 DATA( Ii) 35 PRAS 26 50 TO 59

0.52 DATA(12) 35 TR 26 50 TO 59

9750. DATA( 13) 35 PRH 26 50 TO 59

28200. DATA( 14) 35 PRS 26 50 TO 59

5059. DATA(15) 35 SIC 26 50 TO 59
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32. DATA(16) 35 FNCI 26 50 TO 59

.44 DATAl 8) 36 RFG * 27 60 TO 67

.0032 DATAl 9) 36 CINY * 27 60 TO 67

0.012 DATAIIO) 36 PRAW 27 60 TO 67

0.0394 DATAHU 36 PRAS 27 60 TO 67

0.52 OATA(12) 36 TR 27 60 TO 67

25600. DATA(13) 36 PRH 27 60 TO 67

309000. DATA(14) 36 PRS 27 60 TO 67

6067. DATA(15) 36 SIC 27 60 TO 67

38. DATA(16) 36 fNC·I 27 60 TO 67

0.28 DATAl 8) 37 RFG * 28 65

0.01l DATAl 9) 37 CINY * 28 65

0.01 DATAIIO) 37 PRAW • 28 65

0.04 DATAl ll) 37 PRAS * 28 65

0.52 DATA(12) 37 TR 28 65

25000. DATA(13) 37 PRH • 28 65

300000. DATA(14) 37 PRS * 28 65

65. DATA(15) 37 SIC 28 65

38. DATA(16) 31 FNCI 28 65

0.5 DATAl 8) 38 RFG 29 70 T 89 X 80

.05 DATAl 9) 38 CINY • 29 70 T 89 X 80

0.29 DATAIIO) 38 PRAW 29 70 T 89 X 80

0.4 DATAlll) 38 PRAS • 29 70 T 89 X 80

0.52 DATAIIZ) 38 TR 29 70 T 89 X 80

950. DATA(13) 38 PRH 29 10 T 89 X 80

2400. DATA(14) 38 PRS 29 -70 T 89 X 80

7089. DATA(15) 38 SIC 29 10 T 89 X 80

38. DATA(16) 38 FNCI 29 70 T 89 X 80

0.32 DATAC 8) 39 RFG • 30 80

0.0635 DATAC 9) 39 CINY • 30 80

0.3 DATACI0) 39 PRAW • 30 80

0.3 DATAl 11) 39 PRAS • 30 80

.3 DATA(12) 39 TR • 30 80

800. DATAI13) 39 PRH * 30 80

10000. DATA(14) 39 PRS • 30 80

80. DATA(15) 39 SIC 30 80

38. DATA(16) 39 FNCI 30 80

.7 DATAl 81 40 RFG 31

.2 DATAl 9) 40 CINV 31

.0 DATAl 10) 40 PRAW 31

.0 DATAl 11) 40 PRAS 31

.1 DATA(12) 40 TR 31
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50

.0 DATA(13) 40 PRH 31

.0 DATA(14) 40 PRS 31

.0 DATAl1S) 40 SIC 31

.0 DATA(16) 40 FNCI 31

1. DATAl 8) 41 RFG 32 REG GOV

o. DATAl 9) 41 CINV 32 R'EG GOY
o. DATA(10) 41 PRAW 32 REG GOY

0.4699 DATAl1ll 41 PRAS 32 REG GOY
o. DATA(12) 41 TR 32 REG GOV

o. DATAl 13') 41 PRH 32 REG GOV
o. DATA(14) 41 PRS 32 REG GOY

o. OATAl1S) 41 SIC 32 REG GOV
o. OATA(16) 41 FNCI 32 REG GOV
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